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Bernard subject
I of SA's first
impeachment

McKinnon's death
spurs health
precautions
H> III III 1)1)1 I \ I!
Staff Wrllrr
University football player. Don
McKinnon went lo Florida just like
hundreds of other University students
over spring break, hut he never
returned to campus
The South Miami native went home
for a vacation, out instead died of
meningitis on Sunday. March II
Meningitis, a disease with several
know n causes which include infection by
virus and bacterial germs, was
described by f)r Frederick G Gibbs. a
t'imersitv Infirmary physician as "an
infection of the membranes lining the
brain "
The fatal disease apparently hit
McKmnon quickly and without warning.
tun this was not really unusual according to Gibbs. in describing the
illness
i .ititis indicated that as he understood
it. McKmnon was seen on the Thursday
before spring break by several football
coaches, as well as on that Friday by
several players, before he left campus
lor Florida
Both groups, reportedly, observed
him lo he in a seemingly well condition
Hut. this did not remain the case
According to Dr Bobby Barton, head
athletic trainer for the football team.
McKmnon returned home and became
ill on Saturday whereupon he went to
the doctor and was diagnosed as having
(he flu
The next day. he died.
Gibbs stated that he was then identified as a meningitis victim of the
bacterial type infection, and probably
more specifically, meningococcus.
Barton stated that the type of
meningitis that McKmnon had was
contagious, but not "highly contagious."
He added that Health Department
officials in Miami and here in Richmond
did not require people that came in
contact with McKmnon to undergo
physicals and other medical tests, but
instead suggested that those who
desired physicals be given one.
Apparenily. according to Barton, the
lab tests from McKinnon's autopsy
indicated no concern for alarm, since it
was determined that it was very
unlikely that McKmnon might have
transmitted the disease to anyone while
he was in Richmond, due to the
quickness of the onset of the illness.
However. Barton stated that between
MI and 60 members, associates, and
coaches of the football team have been
tested anyway and given the proper
medical attention, without a trace of the
disease yet having been found.
He added that a number of individuals
were treated at their hometown medical
facilities after learning about McKinnon's death, while others were treated
at Patty A Clay after returning to
campus from spring break.

Gibbs staled that people who came in
contact with McKmnon infrequently, or
had classes with him did not have to
worry about the danger of infection.
He explained that, technically, the
only persons that should seek medical
attention would be those individuals who
had "intimate contact" with McKmnon
This group would include girlfriends,
his roommate, and other individuals of a
close nature to the victim.
Gibbs also added that the football
learn had been included in this category.
as well as one of McKinnon's classes,
mainly as precautionary measures
because of the close nature of both
groups
The doctor further added that the
victim's roommate. Nick Yeast, had
contacted him and verified that he had
received the appropriate treatment
which included preventive therapy at
his hometown medical facility, as did
several football players
Cihbs stated that it has not been
determined where McKmnon picked up
the disease, but that throat cultures
have been taken from many of the
people that had close contact with
McKinnon to discover if one of them
might possibly be a carrier
The results of these tests are still
unknown, but should be available later
in the week.
No person has yet been placed under
quarantine because of the case, according to Gibbs.
McKinnon lived in O'Donnell Hall on a
floor occupied entirely by members and
associates of the football team.
Chad Middle!on. director of Buildings
and Grounds, stated that his department had not yet initiated the cleansing
and disinfecting procedures in the
victim's dorm room, but added that the
room had been locked and secured.
He stated that the local health
department was handling the case and
had still not issued the order and instructions about the proper procedures
to be followed.
He said, though. "We'll do whatev
the health department says to do."
Middleton stated that only the vie
lim's room would probably need to be
disinfected and not the entire floor or
dorm
He added that once his department
received the appropriate instructions
that they would thoroughly clean the
room and destroy materials such as
linen, sheets, and so forth that could
possibly transmit the disease to others
McKinnon's funeral was March 17. at
the Mount Olive Baptist Church in South
Miami. Fla., and was attended by
Barton. Joe Kinnan. offensive coordinator for the football team, as well as
by several University football players.
A memorial service for the freshman
reserve defensive lineman was also held
Monday at the Meditation Chapel, led by
the football team chaplain. Eugene
Strange.

Bv SARAH WARREN
News Editor
In an unprecedented motion. Student
Association ISA) President Steve
Foster called for the impeachment of a
student senator. Larry Bernard, at
Tuesday's Student Senate meeting.
Representing the College* of Applied
Arts and Technology. Bernard escaped
impeachment by two votes when the
motion failed to receive support of a
two-thirds majority."I consider this a very serious matter.
The Senate made a mistake today,"
Foster told the Senate after the motion
failed
Bernard has not attended the last six
Senate meetings, said Foster, and the
Senate is "doing an injustice to the ISO
people Mr Bernard represents" by not
impeaching him.
According to Vice President John
Cooper, the Senate had mentioned the
attendance policy early in the semester
Foster said he and Cooper had set
down a set of rules making "all senators
accountable." and that those who did
not attend the meetings would be asked
to resign or face impeachment.
Cooper told the Senate that Bernard
had also failed to contact them about his
absences

(Photo by JAMES KCH.EV)

Unicycling

Most theatre arts majors spend their time busily strutting and fretting across a
stage, but this one took advantage of the lovely weather to enjoy an outdoor
sport that is fairly unique. Lisa Warman is a freshman, from Frankfort, and
spends lots of time unicycling.

Bernard's attitude "makes a mockery
out of you and everything we do," said
Cooper. And. he is taking the place of
someone who would be willing to work.
Foster said the Senate hadn't been
able to contact Bernard but that he felt
it was not their "duty" to.
Sen. Don McNay questioned Foster
about other senators who had been
ihsent a lot but were never impeached
According to Foster, all the others had
either met with him and resolved their

problems or had officially resigned in
writing.
Bernard, a journalism major and the
arts editor of the Progress, said he
stopped attending the meetings because
of Progress policy.
A somewhat controversial columnist,
Bernard said he had never officially
resigned from the Senate But he said he
had put an explanatory note in his
column Feb. 22.
Bernard said he attended the first two
meetings and has only missed three, not
six meetings In fact. Bernard said,
"ihere have only been five meetings
since I was elected."
Sen McNay said he thought Bernard
was "being persecuted for what he
wrote " But Foster said "we are not
talking about any articles in any paper
We are talking about one senator who
attended one meeting "
The motion failed after several
senators objected that Bernard had
never been contacted personally.
The Senate proposed that a letter be
sent lo Bernard notifying him of the
possible impeachment.
Sen Elissa Perry said it would be a
"courtesy on behalf of the Senate to
inform him in writing."
Cooper noted, however, that if Bernard decides to attend next Tuesday's
meeting he will push impeachment
proceedings anyway.
In other student government action:
-Mark Hester announced "Open
Forum "to be held today from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. in Powell Building conference
rooms C, D and E. Student senators
from every college will be available for
students to talk with.
-Petitions for SA presidential and
vice presidential candidates may be
picked up Monday. March 26 after 9

(See SA. page !«.>

To be Eastern or Richmond : that's the
By-pass question
Bvl.lSARENSHAW
City Editor
What is in a name'' In Shakespeare's
play "Romeo and Juliet." Romeo
professes that a rose would still smell
sweet by any name. But the name
controversy over state road 876 isn't as
poetic as a rose
State road 876 is most commonly
known as Eastern By-pass. That's the
name according to the signs along the
road And according lo maps in the
district engineer's office in Lexington,
"we show the road as Eastern Kentucky
I'niversily By-pass." said E.C. Lewis.
But said Lewis, "we go strictly by
numbers not by names." The state, he
said, isn't responsible for naming roads.

only for numbering. "We don't put up
name street signs, only route number
ones."
Another source from the district
engineer's office who refused to give his
name, said that the names of highways
originate with the people who settled
along there Or in the case of a road, like
the Bv-Dass. which was built recently,
the community names it.
Chamber ol Commerce president,
Howard Colyer said, "it should be
named Richmond By-pass." Colyer.
who said he was in on the plans for the
road when it was being developed,
believes the road is misnamed as
Eastern By-pass. "It was conceived as

Richmond By-pass. I never dreamed it
would be called anything else but Richmond By-pass."
Colyer has been in contact with city
officials about renaming the By-pass
but according to David Graham, City
Manager, there has been no action
taken. "I think Richmond By-pass is
more definite because eventually it will
go all the way around Richmond." But
Graham felt the matter was not of
serious nature.
Graham said there are not any immediate plans for the completion of the
By-pass project. "Its a good five years
from when it gets to the drawing board
before construction ever begins and it's

not there yet."
Colyer believes that if the name can
be changed from Richmond to Eastern
it could be changed back to Richmond.
But said Colyer, "I wouldn't fight
anybody over it I'd just like to see it
named Richmond By -pass "
Colyer also mentioned that anytime
the state talks with him about the Bypass, it's referred to as Richmond. "I've
had many meetings with the state highway department and they always refer
to the Richmond By-pass." he said. "I
don't know how it got the name
Eastern."

The man who refused to give his name
(See KASTF.ltN. page !•>

Administrators keep voting
power on Faculty Senate
Bv SARAH WARREN
News Editor
Confusion and disagreement led to the
defeat of an amendment at the last
Faculty Senate meeting which would
have removed the voting rights of the 18
academic administrators of the Senate.
The
"Blanchard
amendment."
proposed by Associate Professor of
political science Dr. Paul Blanchard,
called for a constitutional change in
another propsed amendment-a substitution of the word "non-voting" for
the word."voting" before the word "exofficio" (administrative) members.
•The point 1 made is there ought to be
some place on campus where the faculty
voice can be heard." said Blanchard in
a recent interview The Senate is "just a
recommending
body
aid
administrators have the final voice
anvway."
The motion ran into difficulty when
several members questioned the
■ wording of Blanchard's amendment By
■si^iV;*., v~ ',*|n-voting" before the phrase
''ex-officio ami elected*(B»X_S^;." the
proposal would remove elected mem-"
bers' right-to vote, too. some argued
.

faculty reaction to academic policies unnecessary complications for thembeing considered." said Taylor. As it is
selves. "It is contrary to good standards
now. he added, any issue can be voted
to interpret nonsense out of the faculty
up or down by a block vote of the adconstitution." he said. "It is not
ministrators.
necessary."
_
However, said Taylor, "the way it was
Blanchard said that at this point he is
worded there was no way it would've "fed up" with the Faculty Senate. "It
passed
or should've passed."
has shown by its actions the problems"I abstained and eight others did. ihat it's not responsive to the faculty.
too." Taylor said, not because of the They chose not to debate on the merits
issue but because of a "technicality." of an issue." he said, but to confuse it.
For nearly 45 minutes the Senate
"I think this was a clear attempt by
discussed
these
technicalities, opponents of this bill to confuse the
frequently turning to the parliamen- issues." he added And as for the
tarian. Vice President of Student Affairs wording. Blanchard said he tried to
Thomas D. Myers, in an effort to make correct it before the meeting but was not
sense out of the chaos. At one point one allowed to because of Senate rules.
. senator remarked that she was "rather
Vice President Myers, who has been a
fed up with the whole business."
member of the Senate for about IS
Another asked. "Why do we spend so years, said he did not believe the conmuch time talking around 'an issue fusion over the wording was an intentional ploy used to defeat the motion.
rather than at an issue?"
"I'd never even thought about it until
A visitor at the meeting. Dr. Klaus
Heberle. political science professor, someone mentioned if*' said Mvers.
reprimanded the Senate for making (See AHM1NSITRATORS. page MJ.)
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force. Shown here is Ray William pitching a fast one in one of
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the Delta Upsilon fraternity
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Editorials;
Carter's political future in trouble
Taiwan.
One of Carter's biggest campaign promises was that he was
going to run an open administration
Carter
said
everything would be told to the
public, especially in matters of
foreign policy.
The public wasn't told about
China recognition until the deal
was settled. Carter had no real
explanation for the way he handled
China.
With the China incident it
became apparent that this Carter
promise was made with only one
reason in mind; to get elected.
In 1976 Carter rode the waning
tide of Watergate with promises of
open honesty. He got many votes
from people who felt Nixon to be a
crook and Carter, the untarnished
by Washington governor from
Georgia, was honest.
Democrats
throughoui
the
country rode this same tide of
honesty to victories in the polls.
But now the republicans seem to
think they have an upperhand in
1980
With a year to go before the
primaries several republicans
have already announced their
intentions to run for President.
This is a bold move against an
incumbant President.
By announcing so early the
republicans must think that Carter
has a very thin chance of being reelected.

Jimmy Carter made a last ditch
effort last week to save the
presidency With his trip to the
Middle Kast. Carter as much as
admitted his political future was on
the rocks
I .asi year's Camp David Summit
made Carters hopes of being reelected in 1980 look good until what
was decided there fell into trouble.
After Menachem Begin and
Anwar Sadat won the Nobel Peace
Prize for what they accomplished
at Camp David, they formed a
brick wall bringing the peace
settlement to a halt.
Carter was praised for what he
had done at Camp David. His
picture was in all the newspapers,
his name was on everybody's lips.
He was a known name and people
vote for names they know.
When
the
Camp
David
agreement broke down so did
Carter's re-election hopes.
People, especially those in
Carter's democratic party, began
wondering what Carter had done as
President. More importantly.
Carter's ability to handle the
position was being doubted.
What had Carter done? He had
promised quite a lot but no one
could bring to mind anything he
had really accomplished
Then came China.
In December Carter announced
that the United States had renewed
diplomatic relations Mainland
China.- severing relations with

If what happened at a recent
mid-west governor's conference is
any indication, the democrats
don't feel Carter has much of a
chance either.
The democrats at the convention and several who came to
speak, said Carter was weak.
There was serious doubt expressed
as to the President's worth to the
party and the nation.
It has been an unwritten law
almost that the incumbant be renominated by his party. The
democrats
may
break
that
tradition with Carter. Those
democrats who are voicing dissent
are calling for a familiar name to
bring the party victory in 1980.
The name is Kennedy and he is in
the position right now to win the
democrats over.
Carter, if he wishes to retain his
political life, must come up with
something stupendous; a miracle.
The Middle East is not that
miracle. Public opinion was
against Carter going over there
and playing pocket politics. Many
people, several world leaders included, feel that Carter was trying
to win votes with his Middle East
treaty. He was.
The trouble is that the public will
not remember the Middle East
treaty a year from now when the
real run for the election comes up.
The public will remember, with a
little help from the republicans and
the democrats running against

Carter, those 1976 campaign
promises Carter didn't keep.
Carter's handling of the China
situation will become important.
The fact that Carter defaulted on
his promises to stop inflation will
be an issue.
^
The 1980 Presidential election
will be won, not on pronises made
by the candidates in 1980. but
rather on what Carter promised
and could not do.
Carter became President at the
wrong time. No one short of
Roosevelt could have lived up to
the promises Carter made with the
situation the country was in at the
time.
The economy has become the
main point of interest now. No one
could have done very much in the
way of helping the economy.
Carter's mistake was in saying he
could. At least he will serve one
term.
The primaries are still a year off
and a lot can happen in that time.
Carter does have a chance to win in
1980. but to do so must find a way to
convince the public he is capable of
being President.
Carter cannot win votes with
moves like the Middle East treaty.
In fact it seems that he
manipulated the press to make him
look like a white night saving the
troubled treaty.
Carter must realize that he is in
trouble. He is already trying to
save his career.

Elizabeth
Palmer-Ball

Control of committee votes challenged
for political courtesy or the
authority of the publications board.
First, Foster did not contact this
writer before making this announcement to the Senate. Instead of
personal communication, he allowed news of the attempted
removal to filter through a
Progress reporter and a personal
friend. This "grapevine"' style of
communications is surely not one
that keeps political fences mended.
Secondly, the announcement was
made with total disregard for the
manner in which student members
are placed on the publications
board. According to a story
appearing in the March 8 Progress,
Student Publications Board Chairman Dr. William E. Sexton said
Foster did not have the authority to
replace a student board member,
even though he recommended him
lor appointment. Board appointments are made by resolution and
only the Student Publications Board
may remove a member through an
impeachment process.
Although this attempt at removal
was made with all the due process of
a lynching, the author still stands
ready to work with the SA
administration and the Student
Senate as Publications Board
representative. SA opinion and

By IKK MIDDIKBROOK
Guesl Writer
At the final Student Senate
meeting before Spring Break,
Student Association President Steve
i Foster announced he was replacing
this writer with himself as SA
i!representative or> -ibe Student
' Publications BoardVThe reason for'

Guest opinion
the replacement, he told the Senate,
; was because he had not received a
; report of the first and only board
i meeting, held last September.
Foster's sole charge against this
I writer is indeed true. No report of
! the meeting was made due to an
i assumption that SA Vice President
! John Cooper's presence at the
' session would provide the associa• lion with adequate information of
■ its outcome. The assumption that
■ some link of communication existed
; between Foster and Cooper was
; false and this author stands
; corrected.
If one is to consider the matter in
; terms of political or administrative
I ineptitude, however, it is necessary
! to examine Foster's role in the
', replacement decision. The presi! dent's announcement to the Senate
was made with no apparent regard

policy should always have the
opportunity to be presented to the
board for its consideration.
These intentions and principles
were announced to Foster the day
following his announcement, along
with this writer's intention to retain
his seat on the board. Foster
indicated tbju he was undecided on
whctnVr to seek impeachment
proceedings and offered guidelines
thai he expected the SA representative to follow.
Among these guidelines were such
reasonable expectations as consultation with the SA administration and
Student Senate leadership and
presentation to the board of any
proposals these factions may draft.
These duties are clearly within the
duties of a board member representing the SA. This writer has no
qualms about favorably presenting
any reasonable recommendation of
the association. If a proposal could
not be presented favorably due to
ethical or moral objections, the SA
representative would yield the floor
to a proponent of the measure.
Only one contention separates
President Foster's view of the role
of the SA board member from that
of the association's representative,
that being control of the vote.
Foster contends that the SA
representative should vote the
conscience of the association.
However, this writer maintains that
he must assess the issues before the
board on an individual basis,
regardless of the groups or
individuals who support them.

Every person in a legislative role
has a dual responsibility to the
persons or groups who support him
and to (he public as a whole. To
special interests he can pledge his
support for causes which would not
have an adverse effect on the
interests of the public. However,
when special mtcresu «oroe into
conflict with the public .trust, the
legislator should turn from special
interests to the good of the whole.
To uphold this public trust, the
legislator must maintain his independence.
Those who favor SA control of
the board position may apply this
argument to their own views because
it is the Student Senate that is
elected to guard the interests of the
student body.
In this case, however, it is
important to remember that the
Student Publications Board is
intended to contain considerable
expertise in areas of journalism and
publishing. Such expertise, applied
properly, provides better protection
for the public interest than would be
possible with a board of generalists.
Likewise, student interests are best
protected by a board member who
has more than general knowledge of
journalism and publications.
For the current academic year, it
seems the SA representative for the
Student Publications Board will
remain unchanged. If future SA
administrations desire to control the
votes of their representative, they
should pay more attention to their
choice for the post.
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are separate entities. Time and
time again, security officers have
raised the issue or criminal
When
a
student
breaks
charges pending a student before
University regulations, as set forth
the Disciplinary Board. Every
by the University Handbook For
time issues such as these are
Students, he usually has to appear
raised, the officer is warned that
before the Student Disciplinary
the University is not concerned
Board. This board then decides
with criminal charges. He is told
vthat the University is concerned
only with Handbook infractions.
what to do to the student.
Yet everytime he returns, the
Presently, I am a counsel lor
officer tries the same trick again.
students that appear before the
Competentcy is not the problem
Disciplinary Board. The service I
here. These officers know what the
perform is an optional one offered Disciplinary Board is concerned
by the Student Association.
with. They have surely been told
I have represented many
enough.
students in my capacity as counsel.
The problem here is the unSeveral of these cases have made it professional attitude I mentioned.
necessary for our campus Security To mention criminal charges in an
officers to testify before the board.
adminstrative hearing is stepping
This in and of. itself does not anger on the student's right to adme. What does anger me»is the
minstrative due process. IT these,
unprofessional attitude .by which officers were truly*- professional
"tfirf-rs approach their testimony.
they would respect the rights of the
The facto of the n~-«««u»— cases
students and the jrer*-— -**« '
really do not matter. The thing that
Disciplinary Boarfl.
> •
docls setter is t';»t our security
tt amazes me" he • '". '.""institution.
■officers seem to not unaeio^rti*)"?' u—-tme of the top police education
whal disciplinary proceedings programs in the country, but has
entail. t
. «
. „( problems.
SUch „, as ..,.JUU.
Charges downtown and inj professionalism in their own securifractions against the University ty, force,
,
Hv RICHARD ROBINSON
Guest Writer

Guest opinion

V,

■ft*

Definitions
News - "A report about recent
events"
Features-"A prominent article in
a newspaper or periodical"
Editorial - "An article in a
publication expressing the opinion
of its editors and publisher."
Arts - "Any practical skill."
Organizations - "A number of
persons united for some purpose or
work."
Sports - "An active pasttime or
diversion."
The above are definitions (as
given in the American Heritage
Dictionary) of the different areas
(hat are covered in this newspaper.
They are broad terms that can
encompass just about anything
under the sun, depending of course
about how open minded you are
regarding just what a newspaper
should be able to report on.
During the past year the Progress
has come under attack for various
reasons, not only in the arts but in
the sports and news departments as
well. People wanting to know why
we printed this article or why we
didn't do a story on "that."
Student Senate wants to know
why we don't give them more
coverage, minor sports want more
coverage. People who work in the
different areas of the arts want to
know why they aren't covered as
they feel they should be. It is a never
ending battle, everyone feels that
they are most important.
This I can identify with -- I
certainly feel that the Progress is an
important part of this campus. We
(the editors and staff writers) have a
definite obligation to our public to
give them the best and most
complete coverage that we can.
Needless to say this is a somewhat
idealistic goal. We haven't the staff
or time to do it all. Most newspapers
don't.
If we used the definitions I've
given to guide us in what we report
on there would be a reporter
assigned to every student on this
campus. There is a story in every
student and every activity on this
campus. Everyone is important

Editor's mail bag
over what you said about Elvis being
had. I sincerely hope that was a slip of
your lypewriter keys.
If you thought UFO was so great tha.
ha> why don't you and Randy get
•Editor,
Who . this guy Latfy ' Bernard together, go to Florida and see a UFO
anyway? I am referringIO. of course." concert,
his comments on th# Outlaws concert
In^onclusion. get off Mr. Daugherty's
Hey Bernard.' Who are you to be »**. He does the best anybody could
w,,
calling roe. and I quote, "culturally
h scheduling concerts
starved and lumumumn. ***^ '" -. .'iat
-why should a ^rov «*- Cl - '\stiaws
anyone was whoVairffor, tickets." .■* "" <?■"!t0 P«?y here in Richmond? I'd like.
\fou said yOu"*fouhd yourself ya»- \£ ,*okee^c. dartf try to schedule a eoncart
and-v—•-* •'- go us-gteepi.." So why ' bet be couldn't even get one of the
didn't you leave; if it was that had? If hAnds from downtown to perfo.m in
you had. sfimeo'nVwho appreciated Vhe^.gVunini.
■"- . . ,
f&ilaws.could have gotten yourieat."*^
Besides thaV^hope you., eaten bell
•••
Steve Taylor
*.
i/
■
■

Larry letter

■

mm

whether they are a drag queen, the
star of the football or badmitten
team, or a member of the lighting
crew on a theater production.
Where do you dww ,the lig#&._
As managing editor 1 have the job
of deciding what goes where in the
news and feature pages and I check
all the copy and edit it before it goes
to the printer. I have made plenty of
mistakes, but at the same time I
can't see always giving Student
Senate front page coverage when
they haven't really done anything
that week to warrant it.
If arts is defined as "any practical
skill" Bernard could be giving us
stories on the art of letter writing or
how to artistically roll your hair or
put cold cream on your face.
There is no telling what Ken
Tingley could do with the definition
of sports that qualifies every "active
passtime or diversion." I don't even
want to get into those possibilities.
The line has to be drawn
somewhere, and we, as editors, arc
the ones who must do it.
The Progress is jusi like everything else on this campus, a learning
experience. Professionals we are not
but we are learning to be.
A "real" newspaper has controversy bui they are able to take their
stand and stick by it.
A good newspaper is not a public
relations sheet for any group or
individual, I hope we are not.
Total objectivity is never possible,
but again we do try.
So what if Bernard gives a bad
review to a play - it is his opinion
take it or leave it. Nobody is
"forced" to read his page. At the
same time I think you should, he
may make you mad but at least he
makes you think.
That is part of journalism's
purpose, not to hand a paper to the
reader all dolled up and sweet, but
hopefully to get you to read to think
and to respond with action.
I think we should be given the
chance to be the best we arc, not a
puppet to our readers but a useful
instrument that they can use to
learn.

:
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Richmond man
caught 'peeping*
in dormitories
H\ KOKDOI.I.AH
staff Writer
A Kirhmnnd man pled guilty in
Madison County District Court on
March 14 to a charge of loitering, which
resulted when he was arrested by
campus security officers on Feb. 26.
while looking into women's dormitories
with binoculars on campus
William F Chenault. 30. Route 6.
Kichmond. was fined $100 plus court
TOM* and released from court custody
.itlcr paying the fine
According to a campus security
report. Chenault was spotted sitting in a
parked red Chevette at about fi 42 p.m
on Keh L'fi. looking into the Martin Hall
Dormitory with binoculars
The report stales that Officer Hat
/.alone made the arrest after observing
t 'hcnault s activity while the officer was
in the vicinity of McGregor Hall issuing

University
Ensemble
sings along
the gospel circuit

citations
Thomas l.indquist. director of Public
Safety and Security, stated that this was
the second time that Chenault. a nonstudent, had been cited with an offense
on campus
l.indquist said that Chenault was
arrested for criminal trespassing on
April 28. 1978. at 11 40 p.m.. when he
was discovered in a men's reslroom in
the Combs Building, propped up on a
stool looking into the McGregor Hall
Dormitory with binoculars
When asked if male students could be
charged with an offense for "peering"
into coed dorms from their rooms with
telescopes j>r binoculars, or vice-versa,
l.indquist stated that no charges could
he filed
The reason for this, according to
l.indquist. is the fact that the state of
Kentucky does not have a "|>eeping torn
statute "

By OINNY EAGER
Features Editor
The University Ensemble is one
music group which hasn't been in the
campus public eye much. One surprising fact about it is that there are not
music majors in the group even though
it is a choir.
The Ensemble is a student
organization that is not a part of the
music department. Organized in the
1967-68 school year, it is a group which
sings gospel music.
Eric Abercrumbie and Reggie
Walters and twenty students got
together that year and started what has
now grown to a 30 member gospel choir.
According
to
Gail
Thomas,
correspondent secretary for the group,
the Ensemble has'been active since its
beginning. Touring places in Florida.
Georgia and Tennessee they have also
performed in Chicago. Ill and have cut
two albums
Each year they represent the
University at the National Black Gospel
College Choir Festival in Atlanta. Ga.
Thomas added that they have performed on television and are now
preparing to sing at the National Convention of the NAACP this summer in
Louisville.

Rock-n-roll
hits Ravine Tuesday
Spring has finally come and to help badill's downtown
Dawn Star Productions, a newly
celebrate the season there will be a
concert in the ravine on ruesday. March formed local promotional agency, is
sponsoring the concert Joe Masters.
27 from 5pm
11 p.m.
Five ditlerent groups will be per- one of the promotional consultants for
lurming. including two accoustical and ihe agency has been working with
student musicians who want to play in
iw» rock n roll hands Tom Rogers and
public and said he'd like to see concerts
Hick Cox. featured in the Progress
in the ravine on a regular basis
earlier this year, will be one of the acHowever there is a problem with this,
coustical groups and the two rock-n-roll
said Masters, "it's hard to get people to
groups are Anthem and Mauntauck
play on this scope for free, even if they
This will he Anthem's first public
are first timers."
appearance, however Mauntauck has
Tlie bands will be setting up in the
played for the Kappa Alpha muscular
ravine at 4:30 p.m
dystrophy benefit and also at T. Bom-

No secrets
A secret is only a secret until someone tells someone else Shown here is the
Colonel mascot Mike "Irish' Rollins whispering in the ear of a spectator. Both of
them were at the recent NCAA tournament in Murfreesboro. Tenn.. where the
University suffered a heartbreaking loss.

"1
Coles
Loss of antibiotics
Raymond threatens human
M.D.

There are so many phony worries
hanging over us today in the world
of chemicals (such as cyclamates,
saccharin and the oral antidiabetics). It may curl your hair and make
your feet sweat to describe a very
real danger that not only exists but is
growing fast.
It has to do with antibiotics. We
are losing them.
Taken as an entity, the family of
antibiotic drugs must surely rank
near the top of God's great gifts to
mankind. Nothing has prolonged
human life expectancy to the same
degree. With the possible exception
of anaesthesia, nothing compares to
antibiotics in the relief of human
suffering.
Can you imagine a time when the
son of the president of the U.S.
could get an infected blister on his
heel from playing tennis and be dead
of "blood poisoning" within a
week? When one pneumonia patient

Antibiotics

life expectancy
we urge, beg, order and bellow at
you to take medication exactly as
prescribed.
Well, the average citizen in
Mexico is poorer than the average
citizen here, and isn't about to go
spending money for illness and pain
that is no longer there.
So like many denizen of Eastern
dorms, they quit the antibiotics
when the symptoms subside and
they feel "well."
This leaves a gallant little rear
guard of surviving organisms which
have been well and truly soaked in
an antibiotic. Chances are, they
have become IMMUNE or "resistant" to that antibiotic. They, their
children, great-grandchildren and
off-spring forever more will carry
that "antibiotic resistance." To
those organisms that antibiotic has
become null and void.
This process has reached a point
in Mexico where, as a Mexican
doctor told me, it is almost like

out of three died?
Friends and countrymen, those
days are coming again. Many,
perhaps most of you, are helping
them come!
Hard though it is to believe, ever
since the first days of penicillin,
antibiotics in Mexico have been
available over the counter, as aspirin
is here. Not only that, but you may
have seen the "Nova" TV show that
stated antibiotics can be bought in
Mexican GROCERIES, just like
pickles or bran flakes!
Now here is a chain of events that
should hold you spellbound!
Most infectious diseases last
longer than their symptoms. As the
invading organisms die out in your
body, they drop below the level that
causes symptoms you can feel, AND
THEN GO ON DYING FOR A
DAY OR SO.
Obviously, you are not well the
moment you feel well. That's why

Although the group is presently
composed of all black members, that is
not a requirement. Any University
student or faculty member can be a part
of the Ensemble. Thomas said that most
colleges have a Black Ensemble but
here it is called the University Ensemble and is not restricted to blacks.
Auditions are held at the beginning of
each semester and those trying out must

sing before the director and the
auditions committee.
The Ensemble travels practically
every Sunday to various churches in
Kentucky and neighboring states to sing
their gospel music.
Peter Mabson directs the group and
occasionally they sing some of his
arrangements I sham Cordery is the
president. Teresa Fields, the recording
secretary. Thomas, the correspondent
secretary and Terry Bailey, the vice
president These officers are elected by
the group and there are business
meetings each Thursday before their
practice.
The singers are now busily
preparing for their 11th anniversary.
the week of April 16 The events
scheduled are:
April 19 7:30 p.m.. Concert. Grise
Room
April 20 - 730 p.m.. Extravaganza.
Grise Room

April 21 - 5:30 p.m.. Banquet. Faculty
Dining Room
April 23 - t a.m., Morning Worship,
Meditation Chapel
Noon. Reception. Herndon lounge
2:30
p.m..
Festival.
Brock
Auditorium
Featured at the banquet will be
Helena Barrington of Tallahassee, Fla.
Site is one of the choir directors of the
National Black Gospel College Choir
Workshop of Atlanta. Ga.
Sheila Johnson from Bowling Green
will lead the Festival Activities this
year. The special guest will be Virginia
Slate from the College Gospel Ensemble
of Petersburg. Va.

People Poll
Bv DONNA III S( II
Staff Writer
How do you feel about 24-hour open lobbies?

practicing in the pre-antibiotic era,
so many organisms have become
resistant to so many antibiotics.
This may help solve Mexico's
overpopulation problem.
If so, it will help depopulate us
too, because we send a couple or
three million tourists to Mexico
every year.
Then some of them get infections
and kiss Grandmaw Jones or Uncle
Henry or whomever, and THEY go
around coughing and kissing and
sneezing and shaking hands and
what have you and suddenly the
antibiotic resistant diseases are just
across the street instead of way off
in Mexico City.
Think of all this next time you
decide not to take any more of the
antibiotics we prescribe because you
are "well."
I have no idea where all this will
end, but we can both make a
(shudder) guess, can't we? I mean,
who needs bombs?

(pfioto by STEVE BROWN)

Baughman

Cox

A

Verl
Wilkinson

Another
change
in the format

Hypocrisy
—»
1
y
I am an old-fashioned country
boy at heart. I believe in love. God,
the family unit, friendship and this
country. I believe in my moral
principles and I know in my heart
that truth is either black or whiteit is never gray. I have definite
opinions about everything and I am
only too glad to share them with
anyone who is seriously interested.
Feel free to phone me (my number
is listed in the book as Claud
Wilkinson, thanks to the computer)
or write to me at The Progress. I
Depending on whether you talk to will do my best to return all calls or
my friends-or my enemies, they correspondence.
will tell you that I am honest and
Now, on with the column.
^incere--or
brutally
frank.
JHypocrisy is alive and well on
respectively.
. anet earth.
*
All right, in order to make this
The older generation tells us of
column truly personal, I only know the evils of booze and dope while
- ?**■$'$: 'n «"fc»cji to oper'ate-I will tbev "<• vinartiiajp , and "onsuRKi
eafl Ubratrttontete.
;
\* s-m^'^W^^J valium. darvbrW
,' V*
iinm^p..^ «r,,,v,„j=fiewpu»1v,; rtsfa'ndcigareK.^. Though proof exists

nothing has been proven about
marijuana, yet they tell us it is bad.
They warn us of the dangers of
the alleged new morality just as
ancient civilizations warned their
children. They condemn mixedrace relationships, homosexuality
and premarital sex while they
commit adultery and infidelity.

I apologize to loyal readers of
this column. It seems that a
column is supposed to be very
personal. Also, it is not a columnist's responsibility to please all of
the people all of the time,
i Sometimes one is lucky to please
some of the people some ol the
time.)
It has come to my attention that
my desire to please as many people
as possible has softened my words
and bastardized this column.

1?,. / fa!1rth?t U22 you a ,ittle
,-Mt of background- information.

'
.

While not all of the older
generation believes and acts as
I've described, some of them do.
And as bad as that is, there's worse
to come. You see. those parents
have raised their children to be just
like them. It is the only possible
explanation for the carryover of
such ignorance -* . .
...
. Especially to the offspring of
sue* i»,..,.^Lia of the other
spoeration. -I ""'T ?t few things to
say Before lAnving -to "anyone Tor
•"_' Zjkb< ta'rpllow, make sure
your example practices his or her
preaching
" • '*"•■""

of tne
danfege done to the body by
alcehoUfjand cigarette smoking

^-—-.— ——

is"

--.

We must begin to shape our
future. Rather than demonstrations, which \vere useful and
necessary in the sixties.. I urge
personal
and
introspective
revolution. Believe me, one perNabors
Parton
son's changes can affect many
people.
Don
Helton.
freshmanPatricia Haughntan. JuniorRealize that young people do and
undecided. Danville.
*
business education. Danville.
"It sounds good to me."
must make mistakes in order to
"I say leave it open all night "
Kalhy
Steely.
freshmanlearn.
However, after that
Kick Cox. /reshman-art area.
undecided, t "llis\ illr
generation's whoppers like VietIrvine.
'
••! think it would be a really
"I approve of it. It really
nam and Watergate, how dare they
good idea. I'd enjoy it. I'd use it "
doesn't give you much time-I'd
criticize us for mistakes as yet
like it ."
Karen Cable. freshman-Interior
unmade?
Kick Nahors. freshman-forensk
design. Husse!. Pa.
_
The moral of this column is not
science. Newark. Ohio.
"I don't think so I like it the
down with the older generation.:
"I think it's fine. I used to go to
way it is now It seems.to work
We would do well to heed their
Ohio State and they had 24-hour
-..pralty.well."
a
open anything It won't affect
advic? and make tne most of their
f
-•
TV . ■
' l.averne Lakes, junior-speech
I
m«r-*: - * is going |o hang
experience and wisdon, Objectivity
around in a lobby for 24 hours'."
and theatre arts. Mckee..^
is the moral, if any. of this column.
KantlaU
Carton,
graduate
"It sounds fine to me. I see no V
We should wfigh and-e'valuate H>e
student-geology. ' WlllUmsburg* ■ •,' reason why we shouldn't. 1 co.. •?
•iplder generation's views before
"I don't see any great deal of £., v. m through the lobby and I don't accepting rhenv as our ~ ^ja,
• se^*a*i*mfng happening in it
harm in it I mink it would be a
hopefully to avoid repeating .their
anyway '.' _.
„a__^
V |jne idea. nwseJ^l
,^r ..,.,
mistak es

.. «....

■ ■■." .'.■.'■»■.

I:
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Interest courses from birds
to mopeds offered
Following is a list of the special in
WW, non-credit classes which are
scheduled lo begin after spring break.
ITierc are a few spaces remaining in
some of these courses It is not too late
lo register for classes still open. If you
have registered for a class and find you
. will not be able to attend, please call our
office so that the space being reserved
for you may be reassigned. We appreciate your continued support.
<OIM\«; WITII ( IIII.DKKN-.VIoo..
Mar. l»-.\pr. t-t::tO-M:3t p.m.-Combs
Ml.
KIHliS Hilt HKlilNNKHS-Mon .
Mar. It-Apr. JMiSMIMt p.m.-Moore

fen.

HK(il\\l\<;
H \< Ol KTBAI.I.-Tucv. Mar. :MI-M.I\ l4t:M-M:M p.m.
Krgtey (is
iiHOW YOIK OWN VKJJKTABI.KSTues.. Mar. 2t-Apr. I7-«:M-H:10 p m
Carter N.
IIISTOKY OK MAMMON (O.-Tues..
Mar. 2t-Mav l-t:ta-H:tt p.m Combs

m.
KK<il\MN<i <;OI.K-CI.OSKI>.
HK.CINMM; SWIMMIMl-AOll.TS( I.OSKI).
ISTKKMKMATK WOODWORKING-Turs.. Mar. It-Apr. l7-«:MH0:tt p.m.Suli 1U
<KKATIVK WRITING * POETRYVML, Mar. 21-May 2-S:tt-7:tt p mWallace KH

CREATIVE WRITING * KKTIONWctt.. Mar. 21-May 2-3:tt-5:tt p.m.Wallace S2K.
MOTORCYCLE
SAFETY-Wed..
Mar. Il-May 2-fi:tt-t:l« pm Stratum
232.
SAFETY A>l> FIRST .MD-Wed..
Mar. 21-Apr. tM:3M:M p.m.- Alum.
Col. HIS
HKtilNMMl SWIMMIM. \Dt 1 ,TS(I.OSEO.
HKCIWIM;

< I.OSKI)
BEGINNING
< I.OSEI).

TE\MK-CIUI.I)REN-

TENNI8-ADII.TS--

INTERMEDIATE TFNMS-Sat .
Mar. 24-Apr. flMI:*M2:M a.m.-Regley
(la.
HICYGI.E SAFETA'-Sat.. Mar. 24Mar. SI-tiSMtlSI p.m.- Stratum 232.

BEGINNING
SWIMMING( III! IIHKN ( I.OSKI)
BEGINNING
SWIMMING
CHILDREN - CLOSED.
ART
ENRICHMENT
FOR
CIIII.hREN-CI.OSEI>.
SAFE

TiTiiiirnmn n—

Apr. i-

\pr. H-:i:tw-S:MI p.m.-Stratton 232.
GIRLS' GYMNA.STICS~CI.OSED.
GIRLS' GYMNASTICS-CI.OSED.
HIKING IN KENTCCKY-Thurs.
Apr. .VApr. l»-7::tO-S:00 p.m.-Wallacr

BI,
BICYCLE HIKING - Tuet.. April It
May I. •:3*-N:.'W p.m.. Roark 2tt.

BASH- CANOEING ORIENTATIONMon.. Apr. 23-7:MH0:M p.m.-Beglev
113.
BASIC t ANOEING-Sat. * Sun.. Apr.
2M - Apr. 29-AII Day.
INTRODUCTION TO MOPEDS-Sat..
Apr. W-t:tt-l2:tt a.m.-Stratton 232.

NEW CLASSES STARTING SOON
HASH'
FOOD
PRESERVATION:
Thursday. April 19 - May 3. 6:00 - 8:40
p.m.. Burner 303. Registration: $11.00.
Special Fee ifor food supplies): $6 00 A course on canning, freezing, and
making jellies and pickles. 0.8 CEU't.
INTERMEDIATE TAE KWAN DO:
Tuesdays & Thursdays. March 20 - May
I. 8:30 - 8:00 p.m.. Wrestling Room.
Alumni Co. Registration: $27.00 - A
course designed to allow participants to
work toward the mastery of the art of
Korean karate 2.0 CEU's.
DISCO FOR PRETEEN AND TEENS:
Fridays. April 13 - May 4. 3:30 - 5:00
p.m..
Weaver
Dance
Studio.
Registration: $8.50'-- A couse designed
lo leach basic disco steps and dances.
The course will also include essential
rules of etiquette.
INTERMEDIATE
RALLROOMDISCO DANCING: Tuesdays. April 17 May 8. 7:00 - 9:00 p m St ration Gym.
Registration- $11.00 - A review of
beginning ballroom dances and introduction to new dances

%
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With the lost dragon agreeing
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[Elvish corn have pointed ears?|

ancient coar horn of cjarmr

MI

By LISA Al'G
Staff Writer
In the first place, keep in mind that
there are no signs. In the second place,
keep a sharp eye out for the few signs
there are In the third place, ignore the
signs you do see.
These are the basic rules for driving
in Florida
If you say that these rules, individually and collectively, make no
sense, congratulations. You have gained
an important insight into the guiding
illogic behind the Florida road system.
Before hordes of angry Florida
citizens rise in defense of their state, let
me point nut that driving in Florida is
probably perfectly simple and safe to
anyone who has lived there all hit life.
Rut to three girls braving the long interstate haul for the first time, driving
in the sunshine state was like Space
Mountain without a seat belt.
You'd think that in a state where 90
percent of the spring population is from

LAT
■kccJow man! Donger.\

Isafe, sturdy ,Cor-j
Lallsof LerT|guard Castle.
[Simple... HUD for 7/ie Cast/*!

Arts vs. arts?

Bernard formun slated
By LISA RKNSHAW
City Editor

about it at the forum are Ramona
Prater. President of Arts Student
Association and Jim Helninski

For those who like passing the time
with their favorite drinking buddies
discussing the pos and cons of Bernardian journalism, there will be an
forum sponsored by the Society of
Collegiate journalists for this purpose.

Bernard will present hit point of view
on the topic of freedom of expression
Progress Editor. Mark Turner will also
talk about the managerial problems
resulting from Bernard's writing.

Two of those students who feel
Bernard's style of writing is objectionable and are willing to speak out

According to Society of Collegiate
Journalists president. Eric Mid
dlebrook. the forum will give students a

The end result will hopefully be a
better understanding between journalists and readers, said MiddJebrook
An exact date for the forum hat not
been set. but will be announced in next
week't paper

9*t

Call 622-3106
622-1629

Icelandic
announces
the best deal
to Europe:

FREE DELIVERY
IN TOWN

r Campus Ci

Sun.,
Mar. 25
8*10

chance to express their opinions about
Bernard's writing and to hear his
viewpoints in an intellectual atmosphere.

together.

CONE OUT AND BROWSE
Western Ait.
Oil W. Mai.

Sartor

»gef behind thel
Irigatrd card board [

RICHMOND
GREENHOUSE

'THE MOST POPULAR Oil HUM OF THE llWt"

7^eanu)hilc

Iwer>r, scurrying I

v

7T

Decorate Your Room With House Plants,
Various Hangers And Arrangements
From The...

8 4 10

jSo off the. "Xjart.

[what should we do?'

m the land of the Zan -for two hundred \
sAtors'. U)e\ must act immediately.''

sense lo assume that a solid >»reen light,
with no signs to the contrary, indicates
I ha 11 he road is going to continue? Not in
Florida. We flew through the intersection, off the road and into a muddy
ditch. We will probably never know
exactly how it happened.
After that near disaster (again, no
injuries except for the front left tire
which came completely off the rim). we
decided thai we'd learned our lesson
From then on. we tooled along at a
stately, yet safe. SSamph.
Trust Florida Even that involved
hazards - namely, native drivers. They
are utterly fearless, and can pan you on
a blind curve at 70 mph while making
obscene gestures with both hands, and
never lose control.
This may sound slightly exaggerated,
but one thing for sure - at the Georgia
liorder we stopped to take pictures proof that we had survived the hazar
dous highways of the sunshine state
Next year we're frying.

Thurs., Fit A Sat.
Mar. 22. 23 A 24

up kid, just shut"up! J

m- horn or corn! Some
Ithin^ IS extremely u>ror*f

\U/,/,

Put those cigars down and listen

Beaches and sunshine,
but what about road signs?

Ihear that horn? Thats th«

[7lomrn<u,rrKyrw»\u.1 Does

dorki^i armjy, Creoroe soundsthel

y

tuuatim

Us«^K<r^r^h<forts^^J TMffyL'ihn ..<to you

zj\.'

to help save the Jtars from the

to me! That horn has not been blown

out of stale, they'd indulge in a few of
the highway luxuries we take so for
granted in Kentucky.
Like road signs.
In Florida, you will find no reassuring
yellow diamonds with the black arrows
warning when a curve is coming up. No.
they like for it to be a surprise.
We were surprised all right. We were
almost surprised into an early grave.
Somehow it's easy to forget that at
night, with no warning, those sneaky
Florida curves can come up awfully
fast Fortunately we were the' only car
on the road and we came out of a near,lailspin with the only injuries being the
hearts in our throats.
Occasionally, a lonely sign will appear looking out of place among all the
billboards. But invariably it is virtually
obscured by lush vegetation.
Above all. don't let the few signs you
do see lull you into a false sense of
security. That was nearly our downfall.
I suppose, in the end. that we really
were going loo fast. But doesn't it make

^jy^j^rjii^^

YmwWaxwN^

$334*
roundtrip.

616 Eastern By Pass
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The Fever is Spreading

4 flights weekfr
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'Clothes cents'

[

Pants most important for style
colors.
The pleats in the front are coming in
singles and doubles, depending on what

Bv STKVKN I). LYONS
Staff Writer

Young men were all but abandoned in
the last lew years by traditional men's
shops as they turned to T-shirts and
jeans.
Traditional styles are back and young
men are causing quite a wave in the
market as they look for the more
dressed up look.
Specialty shops are popping up
everywhere and even some better chain
stores are establishing boutiques within
the store to fill the market
The emergence of the past 60 year's
styling has brought a variety of collars
Mini-, shirts and a variety of stylings for
its.

.jT*
P.in(s

i mill' first

Pants, to say the least, are the most
important part of a man's wardrobe.
One. because we can't walk around
naked, and second because they can
either make or break your outfit.
We humans have the bad habit of
letting our heads droop and our eyes
follow This in turn makes the pant line
the focus point while we are talking,
walking or just standing there. So it's
very important how your pants look.
This year the focal point will be full of
new materials, pleats and lots of great

you like. Either one leads down to a
straight or peg leg
The straight leg no longer means the
light fitting pants you see on "Happy
Days" or what your older brothers and
sisters wore (unless they're Levi's).
Straight tapered or pegged.
Designers are cutting the legs fuller
and tapering or pegging the leg as it
comes to your ankle. This gives you
comfort and room to move plus additional styling. Tliis is the purpose of
the pleated fronts.
You can count on seeing a lot of different names for the straight leg such
as. 'Fashion Leg' or 'Pipe Leg'. Afterall.
who in America wants to be cliche and
boring? Take a look at the leg to make
sure you know what you're getting (and
to prove that the college person isn't so
gullible )
Unless it's what you want, DON'T buy
it! Shop around.
While you're out scouting around for
those new clothes for spring formals,
June weddings, and everyday wear,
you'll run into lots of new materials and
emergence of some old ones.
Madras plaid has made the pant scene
again. It's made of a seersuckeer type of
material and is very cool and com-

fortable Madras used to have the
problem of the plaid bleeding
throughout the material But thanks to
modern technology they've altered all
that so that you don't look like your kid
sister went nuts with her watercolors.
Madras is a sure winner for spring,
summer, and early fall.
Cotton and Polyester are teaming up
as usual (what would we do without
them i to bring you nice looking
materials. And those wonderful textile
people are doing a variety of things to
them. For instance, you'll see a lot of
pastel tweeds interwoven to give a more
sophisticated, richer look for spring
You'll also be buying a lot of plaids from
this combination.
This combination of materials is great
because it gives you the freeness only
cotton has, along with the versatility of
polyester They're doing better and
better things with these materials so
that you'll hardly know what you're
wearing This combination connotes the
natural look: and natural is in for the
year.
Kainhow colors

The array of colors you'll find will
seem infinite (and they probably are).
Pastels of greens, blues, yellows and
whites are big for spring. Casual wear,
such as the country club, golf course,
and easy-going social events will be
showing a lot of these colors.

The more formal wear is showing
earthy tones. Colors such as beiges and
light burgundies coordinated with white
shirts and accessories are showing up
for 'a nite on the town.' If you feel, to
'fallish'. in these remember, as long as
you look nice, feel cool and comfortable,
everyone will think so too.
To top all of these nice looking pants
off you'll need a few extra bucks, so hold
back a few You will need to invest jn
some belts.

./

Belts are back

Yeah, belts are back The assortment
offered is unbelievable. I am sure you
will find at least one to fit your needs
and fancy
For about two years the one and a half
inch plain and striped belt has been on
the market and done quite well. On
college campuses across the nation it \s
the leaders. And again this year they're
holding their own. Granted, there, is
more competition since leather his
caught back on to the styles but these
are still great buys. Most are reversible
which means you get two for one.
Keep looking for affordable prices
-ombined with quality and style and
you'll feel better and look better. DON'T
buy it unless it's what you want.
Remember, shopping around is good
clothing cents '
'

Health fair answers questions
By ROBIN PATER
Organizations Kditor

'What I've been most surprised about
is i he number of guys that have stopped
by to ask questions," said Tish Ecten.
while manning her table at the third
annual health fair held this week.
"They've asked mostly about birth
control devices and how they work."
continued the senior public health
major "They're really interested and
speak up I thought they wouldn't want
to talk about it." Ecten added.
Sponsored by the Eta Sigma Gamma

.

health club, the two-day health fair took
place in the Powell Building March 6
and 7 Offering students and faculty
opportunities to examine the various
tables, the health fair featured information about cancer, rape, alcohol,
smoking, and many more topics.
Due to the increasing awareness of
the importance of birth control today, a
booth in family planning has also been
made a part of the health fairs.
Equipped with several pamphlets,
slides, and a typewritten quii. Ecten
was prepared to answer questions.

"Most of them (women) are concerned about the III) and how it
works." explained Ecten. "Also, they
ask about the side effects of the pill."
Commenting about the quiz that was
offered this year, Ecten said "most of
the students didn't know the answers."
However, the available pamphlets
provided knowledge about "how things
work." and "ihe effectiveness," as well
as "the risks involved of getting
pregnant."
Before Ecten and other health majors
who volunteered to take over booths in

the fair were considered "qualified."
each was required to give a presentation
before his or her health class.
"We had to give a demonstration and
were responsible for getting the pamphlets and other materials used." said
Ecten. "We'll be evaluated." Ecten
continued. "It's 50 percent of our grade
in public health eduction."
As a health major. Ecten feels that
"education" is the essential in family
planning.
"It's the most important thing I can
think of." she said.
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Get Into The Spring Of Things Attend The
Colonels Baseball Game At Turkey Hughes Field.
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Eastern vs. Cincinnati, Saturday 12.-00

Let the sun
shine in!

. LESTER f*RSKY-MICHAEL BUTLER.
. MILOS FORMAN — RAGNI. RADO - MacDERMOT'S "HAIR''
_ JOHN SAVAGE ■ TREAT WILLIAMS • BEVERLY O'ANGELO • ANNIE GOLDEN • DORSEY WRIGHT
DON DACUS • CHERYL BARNES - MELBA MOORE "-IMSS GEROME RAGNI. JAMES RADO
mjBXm GALT MacDERMOT _*_ ROBERT GREENHUT , ljm„, MIROSWV ONDRICEK
*—.. MICHAEL WELLER o^.. TWYLA THARP
MM LESTER PERSKY- MICHAEL BUTLER _»„ MILOS FORMAN
ACJPFe»turc PMMMTMama* if«ii.i.i«toii»«».»iuiMii» [K||oci»yT—p!*'->-■>-.

COMING SOON
77/i' story o) a uvmaii with the courage to risk eivrifthing
for what shebelieivs is right.

Uj

ENJOY GOD
-

What happens aftoj^M"* - "
vjJJy coming again?
What about science aria religion?-Or politics and religion?
What about healthful living?Does the Bible have any
significance today?These and other fascinating questions
will be explored in depth during the 3-week lecture series
being offered at the Richmond Seventh-day Adventist
Church. This Will be a thought-provoking and enlightening
program that you will not want to miss!
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Storting thi«"W>«~k At
Com put Cinemas

«>\

Opening topic: "When Our Dreams Come True."
,..;•",,
•
Meetings wj'll be Held Friday.Saturday. Sunday. Tuesday
and Wednesday evenings beginning at 7:20 p ~ *' ".h
^|4-AprfH'/. tveryorie vs welcome, ine church is located
on Rt. 2*5. 4'/j miles south of 4he by-pass next to Sky
'
Ranch Motel. If you need a ride call 5012. Sec Yon There!

RECORD SH0I
No. 4 South Porter Dr.
$7.98

8 TRACKS
TOP

Lowest Prices In Town

liTf MtMiFHlh*

jftE'eioftDS
ALBUM SPECIALS
.$7.98 List
|^99

$8.98 List -

5"

Limited Quantity of Albums
Special Group
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Record time set
in scavenger hunt
H\ MXKKITASIIKI.Kl KNK
Staff \\ i KIT
.lusl prior lo Spring Kreak many
university students were preparing for
ihnr .innii.il migration to Florida On
Witlnesday night that week several
I'II Is irum Kurnam Hall went on a
M-avftiRrr hunt lo discover how well
pn-nsin-d they were for Spring Break
The list contained such normal dormitory items as a surfboard, a starfish,
and nose plugs
foe activities chairpersons of the
ll'iusi- Council at
Kurnam. Patrice
KiCkwalsky
and
Teresa
Shelton.
orgiMii/ed the event Kight to ten girls
p.iHji'ipated in the activity.
B can"l find anything" was the
i Mifiplaint of a resident who returned
i-mpt\ hamlt-d after five minutes A
■ 'oojtle lamented. "We quit" a few
inifMiii's later but were chided into
irhVning to the hunt
■ a record time of ten minutes <a
H cmil because such a hunt has never

Kite flying has
flown into an art

been timed in Burnam before) Colleen
Kvans. a medical assistant major from
Wheaton. Illinois, and Tammy Raney. a
legal secretary major from Cincinnati,
nhio. returned with all twenty-eight
items

R\ Mlkh MTCIIK.N
Staff Writer

The collection included several artistic drawings and literal translations
of such items on the list as a face mask.
The winners and the activities
chairpersons spent the allowed hour
playing an exciting game of ping pong in
the basement recreation room
At 8:35. Debi Warford of Winchester
and Lisa Warm of Frankfort submitted
their interpetalion of the twenty-eight
items also heavily supplemented with
drawings

The good weather of spring brings out
a urge lo loaf around outside in the sun
(meof Ihe most relaxing outdoor sports
is kiteflying If you haven't been around
kites in the last eight or nine years
you've missed a lot
Kite flying, an
ancient sport, has changed from a kid
freeing a kite from a tree into an art
On of Ihe biggest changes in the sport
is Ihe professional attitude of some of
Ihe fliers The change of attitude comes
from an increase in kite festivals which
consist of contests for largest, smallest,
originality, fighting and other kiting
events At one recent kite festival the
Brand prize was a trip for two to Tokyo.
Japan

Ten minutes later Judy Riley of Irvine
and I -lunc Bailey of U'xington who had
collected twenty" of the items claimed
the third place prize
All the participating residents were,
for an hour, taken away from grueling
midterms to hints of sunny Florida from
Iheir dorm rooms.

The paper diamond kite you probably
flew as a kid is about as modern as the
Wright Brothers first airplane Many
innovations can be lound in Ihe modern
kite Kites are now made out of plastic,
cloth, and |>aper The standard diamond
design has been replaced hv the delta
kite

nee proceeds
donated to children
K K\ MAKKITASIIFI.Rl HNK
Staff Writer
vlf-dnesday night University students
as 'etell as members of the general
public were treated to a disco dance
held in the Keen Johnson ballroom The
dance proceeds were donated to the
WHAS Crusade for Children.
The event featured the talents of disc
pifkev. Mark Strauss, from a WHAS in
lAiisville
The department of Special Education
along with Ihe Student Council for
Exceptional Children, the Speech and
Hearing
Club,
and
the
Student
Association of the Hearing Impaired
sponsored the 8 to 12 p.m. dance.
The Crusade for Children, an annual
fund-raising
function
of
WHAS
television and radio stations in
l-ouisville involves fire departments.

"-«*«

organizations and clubs as well as individuals from the entire state of
Kentucky and the sourthern sections of
Indiana.
The proceeds from the dance along
with money raised from a multitude of
other projects from various groups this
spring will go lo benefit both mentally
and physically handicapped children.
Fach Kentucky and Southern Indiana
region receives amounts of the money
tor the handicapped children in that
area according to the contributions
from that area.
Some of the money raised at last
night's dance which charged $1 in advance and SI .50 at the door will benefit
the University by providing scholarships for graduate students in Special
Education. Several University graduate
students are currently on WHAS
scholarships.

The delta design doesn't have Ihe tail
or ihe problem of attaching a siring like
the diamond design Most deltas don't
need a tail for stable flight nor are they
so critical in string attachment These
changes helped even the least talented
flier to be able to get a kite in the air
without saying occult chants to the
i»rd of the Winds "

■

And they called il puppy love. Spring sprang and with the wnttw students
across campus poured out of dorms and classrooms to take advantage of the
beautiful sunshine Tami Baxter Tami Baxter and Pete de Castro converse
while she lovingly cuddles Waldo, who also enjoys the nice weather. Baxter is a
freshman fashion merchandising major from Carol lion and de Castro is a
freshman business major from Lexington

Wanted: used books
The Southeastern Book Company will
provide a Professor-Buy-Back for any
books you are not currently using. Any
new or used books which you would like
lo sell may be sold at this time Books
older than four years will not be of any
value
The Book-Buy will be in the Univer-

sity Bookstore on March 20. 21 and 22.
from 9 am until 4 p.m. each day
If vou need assistance in getting your
textbooks to the Bookstore, please call
Mr. Hoop at S22-2S9S and he will make
arrangements to have them picked up.
This is a service provided for you by
the I'niversitv Bookstore

Vlmost all of the budget priced kites
are variations of the delta design Some
variations leal lire 25 and 50 foot long
lads while others have twin keels which
make Ihe kite more stable in flight,
other designs feature dual control lines
which allow a talented flier lo perform
loop (he loops and other acrobatic
I ricks
The more money invested the more
elaborate the kite Kites are now imparted Irom Taiwan. Japan. England.
Holland and several other countries.
lni|M>rled kites range in price from
under live dollars lo over two-thousand
The designs range from oriental

ii lupus kites which dart across the sky
lo specially made man-lifting kite
trains Almost all of the kites in this
price range are elaborate designs and
make excellent converstaiton pieces
when hung from ceilings
Flying line has improved as kite fliers
have discovered fishing line is an excellent subsitute for the twine of
yesterday Fishing line is better than
Ihe old time twine because it's lighter
and stronger than standard than twine
Another flying line variation is glass
coated line This line known as manja is
uded for kite fighting and when used
skillfully can cut an opponent's line like
a hot knife through butter. When used by
an unskilled flier manja can cause
serious injury.
The equipment may be more advanced but the old-fashioned method of
getting a friend down wind to help get
Ihe kite up is still the best method. A
distance of 30 to 50 feet works best
Instead of running backward with the
kite, pull the string in rapidally With a
steady wind this method is as effective
as running and looks much more
graceful It is also much safer as you're
less likely to run into someone else.
When choosing a flying site try to find
one which is not surrounded by trees,
buildings, orelectical lines The reasons
are simple Trees are known to eat
kites Buildings block the wind. Elec
local lines can get tangled with kite
lines Also avoid parking lots, crash
landings on asphalt can destroy a good
kite Two excellent flying areas on
campus are the intramural fields and
the Model Lab field
Two other points to consider in kite
flying are metal pieces and gloves
Metal pieces could help an unwitting
flier perform the Ben Franklin Kite
Experiment with the flier getting fried
When pulling a kite down gloves save
ihe hands unnecessary abuse.
Kite flying is a fun way to waste an
afternoon The sight of that toy floating
in ihe air is one of life's simple and
romalic pleasures. Who knows maybe
you can use a kite lo lead to one of life's
other simple and romantic pleasures
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SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES

Saturday, March 24
$Ltt off pizza or pasta*"
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T«* choice n (on One dollar oft am thick n
Chewj pua or Thin n Gran Wll „;ti ,0„(
lieorile loppings OR one dollar otl any ol our
delicwrj spaghetti or Canalrnr pasta creations
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get the next size smaller free. •
Order any larfe or medium puia and mu II jel Ihe
ne«l sue smaller pun mlh Ihe ame-teppints ab
solutely tree Thick '■ Chewy pua or Thin n Crispy
pua Otter food on regular menu puces only One
coupon per customer pet visit
Coupon Good Only on Sunday March 25

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435
REGULAR
SANDWICHES
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The $2.49 Night Buffet Special"
- Good eatiaa -ill. thick n Chewy pun or Thin n
Cirspy pun plus piden fresh salad liom our
lasM-Tea MM Salad Bar Or ,,, c,„n, tm^
dish pasta also with Salad B* One coupon per
customer per iisit From 5*0 p.m. tit 8 00 p m
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EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

Served on White. Rye
or wnole wheat Biaed.
Lettuce, Tomato. Mayo.
Mustard or onion on
Request. 10c extra

r

Get a tree pun when you buy another pun ol equal
or greater nlue thick n Chewy „ thin n Cram pg.
a Any kind you like any sin you want lusl cut out
Iho coupon and lake il to the Richmond Pun Hut
Ottei |ood on regular menu prices
One coupon pet customer per nsil
~k tk
Coupon Good Only on Tuesday March 21
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The
unfriendly skies

Flying in the Ravine
can be just
'plane' hazardous
Joe Gillette, junior business major

».

»■

from Louisville, thought it would be a nice day
for flying, but his plane "Debbie"
got a little caught up
in things.
Never let it be said, though,
that Joe didn't give it that old college try.
With a little help
from his friends,
the plane made a safe landing.
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National Governor's Conference

dents invade Capitol city
•Bv NANCY HATHAWAY

seeing President Carter as he spoke to
the governors during one session.

On Feb. 25 at 7:30 a.m. 18 anxious
students enrolled in Communications
500 boarded the plane in anticipation of
an educational but fun-filled week in
Washington. DC
Carol Wright, journalism instructor in
the Department of Mass Communications accompanied the group
and "pulled some strings" to get us in
where she could.

(photo by NANCY HATHAWAY)

U.S. Capitol
Capitol Hill was one of the major sights for eighteen Mass
Communications students whTtoured the city late in

£bruarv The students,spent time upon Capitol Hill visiting
,he varlous
Congressmen, s.tting in on the Senate.

Reporters unite

University students
challenge professionals
I. i

Bv TAMMY HARRIS

'Eighteen communication students
from the University had very mixed
feelings as they walked into the Hyatt
Regency Motel on February 25. 1979.
They were in Washington DC to attend
the National Governor's Convention.
Cameras, tape recorders and various
written material about the conference

'fcablb

1

were held in their arms like these things
were their whole life. At this time it
seemed to them it was. They were about
to see some very important people they
never dreamed they would see. and they
wanted to be ready for them.
Everywhere they looked they- saw
someone who they had only encountered
through television before. To them they
were in a fantasy world that was about

run city

visit any city but students did their best
as they visited Capitol Hill, the
Washington Monument, the Lincoln

None were quite ready for his entrance as he walked up the side aisle Memorial and the Kennedy' Center to
surrounded by secret service men and name a few
caught the photographers off-guard
The Smithsonian Institute alone
On the second day of the convention required three days attention
students caught a few minutes with Mrs.
And communications students parCarter also in a luncheon with the
ticularly liked visiting the famous
governor's wives.
Watergate Hotel although the hotel
Harry Farmer, a broadcasting major, discourages its past history
Part of the travel money was supplied even managed to shake the first lady's
Students also engaged in a tour of the
by a grant for students from Readers hand
White House which included a major
Digest.
Although the Governor's Convention part of the first floor White House tours
The week brought new experiences was a truly fascinating experience it have been somewhat limited to tourists
for everyone involved as it began at the marked only the beginning of the week
in the past
National Governor's Convention
The communications group was inA private meeting with Kentucky
Each student was given the proper volved in several interviews and Senators Wendall Ford and Walter
press credentials as representing the meetings on their own as well as "Dee" Huddleston concluded the week
together.
Eastern Progress or WEKU-FM
as each student was greeted with a
handshake and a smile
We managed to steal a few minutes
Yet whether representing the
Progress or the Washington Post, with Gov. Jerry Brown's press
Few questions were asked of the busy
everyone was considered "the press" secretary. Gray Davis. Gov. Brown was senators but the cameras were Tiring
unable to make it.
and of equal importance.
away
A visit to the National Press Club
The trip concluded on March 3 giving
From that point on it was one big introduced US to the Courier Journals
challenge to get the front row seat Associated Press writer, as well as the each student a feel of the real world as a
designated for the press people or to get Courier's Washington correspondent. journalist as well as the experiences of
getting around in a big city.
the best picture possible.
Ed Ryan
Despite getting on subways only to go
And with all the celebrities running
Aside from the many meetings the
in the opposite direction intended, or
.iniuiHl. five rolls of film weren't too
group was involved in. plenty of free getting ripped-off by taxi-drivers with
time was available
many
no meters in their cars. Washington.
The highlight of the convention was
One week isn't really long enough to DC. is truly a remarkable place.

to come true
The first place they entered was a
conference room where Governor
Julian Carroll of Kentucky was going to
speak. He was this year's chairman of
the Convention Carroll gave the
opening speech and then the students
were free to go to the next speech
Next the group went to a room
President Carter was going to
Everyone took their seats to wait
exciting moment when President

where
speak.
for the
Carter

would enlti) v\ll •/ a -tudden cameras
flashed. taj*Terdrderf 'started to buzz
as he walked down the aisle The atmosphere in the room was very mixed.

:

• ~»
Bv TAMMY HARRIS
When you say Washington DC
changed from night to day it is meant in
more ways than one. During the day
D.C. is a crowded, noisy place with
everyone darting in and out. At night it
becomes "more laid back" in a way but
with the same hustle and bussle. There
is one class of people there who seem to
make the city, move day in and day out.
These are the cab drivers.
They seem to know a little about
everything that goes on. The whole time
I was there and as many cabs as I was
in. not once did the cab drivers have less
than a mouthful to say about what I
asked them. Their whole life existed
around meeting people of all kinds.
When I asked one cab driver who the
most important person he ever drove in
his cab was. he laughed and said "it
depends on who you think is important."
He then added he thought I was very
Important because I helped him make a
living.

Out of all of the cab drivers I met not
one of them had the same personality.
They all stemmed from different
backgrounds and have been through
different experiences but all of them
were there to make a living.
Life in DC. just could not exist
without cabs and their drivers. The
streets are too crowded and most of the
time people are in too much of a hurry to
take their cars out. So they depend on
the "cabbies."

Commentary
Many types of people drive cabs.
Some would point out the sights to me
while others would tell their experiences
they have had while driving a cab. But
all in all they were a distinctive sort of
people with very unique things to say.

Some were there to see the President,
some were there to hear what he had to
say. while others seemed to have a look
of boredom about themselves.
As the week rolled on the students
went to many meetings and speeches. It
was all exciting especially to know that
you had that "Press" button on and
could get in to listen or to see anyone you
wanted to.
When the conference was over the
students left with a feeling of fulfillment
and fascination Many wondered to

(photo Bv NANCV HATHAWAY)

themselves if this maybe would be the
kind of work they would enjoy for the

Invasion

rest of their life. Most of them never
realized when they came to the con-

"The strike is on" as illustrated by the multi-colored tractors
lining Capitol Hill. Despite orders to remove the vehicles,
farmers have managed to remain as long as possible.

vention that they would see and leam so
much. All the students could think about
when they were leaving the Conference
was for next year to come so they could
come back to see if all of this was as real
as it seemed

Posters displaying the farmers hostile feelings toward
Carter hang from the vehicles topped with the American

nag

The tractor brigade

Farmers plow Capitol Hill
Hearing about the farmers' strike in
Washington. DC is one thing but seeing
the hundreds of tractors anchored on
Capitol Hill, each representing a corner
of the country, proves the strike an
actuality.

munity farmers to send their
representative.
Metzler travelled over 1500 miles to
arrive in Washington on Jan. 16. He has
been camping out ever since and
although.his tractor was being shipped
home on March 2. he will continue to
stay

How much did it cost to get the
tractors there?
About $2000. say Eddie Metzler and
Ed Hall, grain farmers from Oklahoma.
"And for every tractor here there are
100 more at home." said Hall.
Each group that travelled to
Washington. DC. was merely a
representative of those that stayed
behind.
Money was collected among com-

Two and a half months may seem like
a long time to be away from the farm, to
some, but Metzler feels the trip has not
been in vain.'
"I might as well wear my tractor out
driving 1500 miles because I'm losing
money driving it on the farm anyway."
said Metzler.
Wheat prices now are equal to the
prices of those 30 years ago.
And furthermore, "we only make 3 5

By NANCY HATHAWAY

cents per loaf of bread." added Hall
Whereas an average loaf of bread in the
grocery will run between 59 and 79
cents* »
"But we don't see that money." said
Hall
"It costs us about $5000 to produce a
bushel of corn." continued Hall who
pa.d $2 earlier for a bowl of corn flakes
at breakfast
"It's disgusting." he said.
Although the farmers were urged to
leave Capitol Hill they do feel they have
accomplished some good
Politically, the tractors have run their
course
"At least the public is aware of our
dilemma." said Metzler That was one
of the main goals.

Bob Babbage

Man behind the scenes
assists trip
By NANCY HATHAWAY
WKen it comes to pulling strings and
getting things done gob Babbage. ad-

members of the press, both this year
and last year.
-

■*.

■*

In addition he made the necessary
'arrarrgs**" . for secret service
ministrative assistant to Governor
clearance of the University students to
Carroll, knows all the ropes
see President Carter
'Babbage is responsible forgetting the
eighteen University students enrolled in
A little oi ins siring pultirtg is rubbing
Communications 500 into the National off on his Tiance. Laura Schulte who
Governor's Gjafcrence as accredited arranged a short interview with

Governor Jerry Brown's Adminstrative
Assistant. Gray Davis.
Babbage is a University graduate in
jouroo'ism and has served as editor of
the Eastern Progress. He was a
legislative intern in Frankfort while
studying at the University.

• «..

Last year Babbage was presenter! the
Distinguished Alumni Award at the 1978
Mass Communications Career Day.

■
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Maestro Carter performs
By KEI.I.V YOL'NG
It was like the excitement of an
opening performance of a concert. The
people were mulling in the audience
with cameras against glaring lights
There was a mistique that glowed
throughout the room as the people
waited in anticipation of what was to
come
People dressed with press ribbons
decorating their lapels and blouses,
were waiting for the big debut
The room was the setting of a symphony Rows of chairs facing the front
as if in concert position Fifty-three
governors headed the orchestra of
people and cameras Gold linen draped
the walls and tables, richly displaying
the significance of the men and women
who conducted the show
Time drew closer, as the people began
looking for seats and getting prepared.
Television cameras began forcing their
way nearer to the front of the room The
excitement began to grow People were
whispering and moving around with the
(pnoto by KEN TINGLEV) continual clicking or cameras.
With great anticipation came the
I'niversity students were among the many reporters who
announcement. "Ladies and gentlemen,
The pearlv while teeth of President Jimmy Carter gleamed attended the meeting where the President briefly spoke to
the President of the United States.
as he made his way through the crowd at the National
The clicking of cameras, the crowded
Cnvernor's Conference in Washington DC Eighteen the governors
rush to get closer to this nationally
important man came quick as the intense anticipation became a reality.
People moved, stood up and clapped
rilled
the
small
room
as
if
to
emphasize
■---— to
•« laugh
i.,...ih and
onri giggle,
uiaulc the
the tilled the small room as
group began
as Jimmy Carter and his most famous
H\ KKI.I.Y YOlNt;
the
excitement
in
the
big
city.
dance contest began
smile came walking through the side
With the last dance the shapely,
After the students realized that they
Taking off my clothes didn't make
blonde,
Laura.
20.
began
revealing
her
*The President made his way to the
me feel cheap."' said l-iura. a student at were getting a real taste of the city entire bare form Dancing along with center of the room, stopping to greet the
Northern Virginia Community College, nightlife, their excitement soared
The contest began The floor was cheers and claps. Laura twisted making governors close to him Setting: in the
after winning $25 at the No Skin-No Win
crowded as the girls and guys began her wav around her dancing pedestle center, the crowd grew quiet and intent
dance contest at Winston's in
Needless to say this is not the ex
10 hear the first words of this important
their disco routines Only three couples
Georgetown. Virginia
citement at the Family Dog or any other man surrounded by OttWI^lto**
remained
on
the
floor
as
the
music
It seemed like an average night at the
Richmond hang-out known to the suits looking down upon him protecting
Kamity I>OR. but to the students from whirled around them Then came the students
him
_
.
shouting.
"No
skin,
no
win
"
ihe University who crashed into the
After winning the contest, l^ura said
This was the first chance to really get
To the amazement of the students, the
Washington I) C nightlife, the thrills
I
didn't
feel
any
inhabitions
"
She
said
a
glimpse
and
notice
how
the
President
shapely blonde dancing in front of them
were stunning
that she loved to dance and she did not really looked A short, gray-haired mar.
People were lined up against the walls began pushing her bare breast out of her mind taking off her clothes.
with the natural Jimmy Carter pearl
silvery
gray
body
suit
Again
the
crowd
.if the bar called Winston's, as the group
This was a different experience for white teeth beaming, suddenly became
cheered
and
shouted.
"No
skin,
no
win
"
Irom the Cniversity entered the large
The loud disco music stopped for the Ihe students from the University who serious as he spoke to the governors and
uooden doors
announcer to announce a tie between were amazed at the difference in the the peole of the press of a fight against
It was just a small room that was
activities between their own favorite inflation.
two of Ihe couples on the floor.
wall to wall people The group found a
The President spoke for only a short
The crowd cheered and shouted with night spots in Richmond and that in
>(mall table against the almost minute the announcement The music again Washington D.C.
lime, indicating his busy schedule
dance floor After a few drinks and the

With the end of his brief talk.
President Carter stood up and began the
task of his exit Again the people rushed
to get closer to the President as if they
were calling for an encore.

He lingered only bneHy to shake a few
of ••» governors hands. Then the
performance came to an end as the
important man with mimmmmm of
***■ Jimmv C"* Wt ,te ""^

D.C. disco's to strippers

COUPON
-Clip and Enjoy -

FEBRUARY STUDENT SPECIAL

T-BQNE

'2.99

3.99

Complete with baked potato.
Texas toast, and all the
salad you con make

Free RefiHs On Al Drinks Except Milk.
Bring A Friend To Supper And

TREAT YOURSELF GOOD

1

BONANZA

y*

EARN OVER
»650
A MONTH FOR UP TO TEN
MONTHS YOUR SENIOR YEAR

If you are Interested in math,
physics, or engineering, the Navy
has a program you should know
about.
It's called the NUPOC-C.ollegiate program. (NUPOt' is short
ror Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate], and if you qualify it
can pay you as much as $650 a
month for up to ten months of
your senoir year. Then after 16
weeks of Officer Candidate
School, you will receive an
additional year of advanced
technical training, education that
would cost thousands at a
civilian school, but in the Navy
we pay you. And at the end of the

year of training, you'll receive a
N.ttNMl cash bonus.
Ii isn't easy. Only one of every
six applicants will be selected,
and there are fewer than 300
openings. But those who make it
find ihemsclM's in one of Ihe
most elite engineering programs
anywhere.
With
unequalled
hands - on responsibility. a
$24,000 salary in four years, plus
travel, comprehensive benefits,
and education opportunities.
lor more details
program contact:

on

this

U.S. NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
Coupon good Anytime
Mon. thru Sun. 11:00 9:30

600 Federal Piece
Call Collect at

Louisville, Ky.

40202

502-582-5174
A Representative Irom Tin National Cantor tor Paralegal Training $
Lawyers Assistant Program winBe on campus on Tuesday Mar. 27.
Irom 9:00 am ■ 12:00 noon al the Placement Otlice to moil Interested students For more information contact thai Placement O/tice or The National Cantor tor Paralagal Training. 3376 Paachtraa
Road. NE. Sulta 430. Atlanta. Oaorgia 30326. (40*) 2661060

Or Check With

T"

E«p«es

'APRIL 30TH

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

HEADS ABOVE THE REST

Time passes quickly
when your busy with
all the studying school
requires.
So take the time to
find out what's
happening on campus,
outside your regular
class work.
Be informed

$000
ad OFF
Bring In This Ad
And Retrieve '2M
OFF Oar Regular
Price.
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Sports

Cumberland split
leaves Colonels at 3-3;
pitching is bright spot
H\ UlltlSKI.SKKKKY
Slaff Writer
In opening their 1979 quest for the
OVC Championship with a new exlianded 40 plus Rame schedule, the
I'olnnels under Head Coach Jack
Hissom took a step in the right direction
by «inning three of their first six games
aM showing some impressive pitching
m the process.
Not noted for their pitching performances in recent years and being
basically an offensive ball club, the
Colonels voune staff has resoonded to
ihe challenge and have won three well
pitched games while losing two one run
affairs.
Yesterday the Colonels squared off
against a vastly improved Cumberland
learn. The result was a split, as Eastern
took Ihe first game 4-2 but Cumberland
rallied in the late innings to take the
nightcap fi-4
In the first game Darryl Weaver went
all the way in notching his first win of
the season Weaver struck out nine
Indians but was a little wild as he also
walked six batters.
After Cumberland jumped out to a 2-0
lead in the first inning, the Colonels with
i he help of four Indian errors scored
three limes to regain the lead.
The.Colonels then added an insurance
run in -the fifth to put the game on ice.
.The start of the second game was
slmost as wild as the first. Cumberland
scored three unearned runs on two
Colonel errors in the very first inning to
take the early lead.
Rut Eastern rallied back in their half
of Ihe first with two markers of their
own They then quickly tied the game in
• Ihe second when Rick Bibbins crashed
his first home run of the season.
With the score tied at four apiece
filing into the seventh. Cumberland re-

took the lead on a two run single by
catcher. Jerry Testerman and behind
Ihe strong mound performance of Dave
Kendall managed to hold off the
Colonels in the last half of the seventh
for a fi-4 triumph
Freshman. Dave Shaw took the loss in
going six and a third innings while
giving up eight hits and six runs (three
earned). He fanned five and walked one.
,'
h
•
Cumberland 200 000 o
234
EKU
030 010 1
4
3
1
D. Waiver, and Miuom WP Weaver II 01
LP-SmrH. 10-21
•
h
•
Cumberland 300 001
2
6 10
2
EKU
210 010
0
«
4.3
O. Shaw. J. Shaw 17
and Hissom
WPKendell 1101 LP-0. Shaw 10-11 Hr.
Bib bins.
.

Tuesday Ihe Colonels traveled to
Northern Kentucky to face the Norsemen. They battled both games right to
the wire but came out on the short end of
Iwo tough one run games. 1-0 and 4-3
"Few people realize that Northern
has already played 17 ball games." said
Hissom. "They are an excellent team,
they threw their ace pitcher at us and
we only lost 1-0."
The Norsemen's Russell Kerdolff
limited the Colonels to five hits in upping his record to 5-0. Kerdolff struck
out eight Colonels and didn't walk
anybody.
Sophomore Larry Breisch making his
first start ever for the maroon and
white, went all the way in a losing cause
Rreisch allowed six hits and fanned the
same number in giving up just one run.
The second game went to the wire
until Craig Meyer walloped a home run
in the bottom of the fourth to give the
Norsemen the sweep of the twin bill. 4-3.
Mark Wiseman took the loss for the
Colonels as he got relief help from Eddie
Johnson. Wiseman went four innings
and gave up six hits and four runs while

On Monday, the Colonels opened the
season with Berea. and the result was
Iwo victories. 8-5 and 3-2. Junior Tom
McNulty and senior Jeff Shaw combined
for a no-hitter in the first game which
saw the Colonels run out to a 5-0 lead in
Ihe first inning
McNulty looked smooth over the first
five innings, allowing only two walks
while striking out nine Mountaineers.
Two errors and a passed ball resulted in
Berea's first two runs and four of the
five runs scored by Berea were
unearned.
The Colonels look advantage of three
walks by Berea hurlers and combined
them with four singles to soar to a 5-0
lead after one half inning. McNulty held
Rerea at bay during his five inning stint.
Shaw relived in the sixth and struck out
four and allowed four walks
In the second game. Darryl Weaver's
triple knocked in the winning run in the
sixth inning as Eastern held on to edge
the Mountaineers 3-2.
Greg Wisemen went all the way for
the Colonels giving up just four hits
while fanning 11 Berea batters
The Colonels continue action
tomorrow in Cincinnati with a doubleheader against Xavier. The Colonels
play two more against Centre on
Saturday before returning home Sunday
and Tuesday to take on Cincinnati and
I^Hiisville respectively Both games are
doubleheaders. Sunday's game is at
noon and Monday's game is at 1 p.m

Darryl Weaver, the Colonels leading hitter last year with a
429 average which ranked him 18th in the country in hitting,
rounds the bases after one of his many hits. The Colonels

Finish 2nd in Texas

Golfers ready
for long drive to NCAA's
Eastern has one of its most talented
learns in recent years and hopes that
they will be able to classify for the
NCAA's later in the spring

Scoreboard
UPCOMING EVENTS
Mar
Mar
Mar
rXoon
Mar
h p.m.
Mar.

BASEBALL
23 Xaviar - Away
24 ■ Canira - Away
25 Cincinnati - Turkay Hughas FiaW
27

LouiavMa

TENNIS IWOMEN'SI
Mar 25 ■ Indiana - Grag Adams BWg.. 2
p.m.
OUTDOOR TRACK IMEN'SI
Mar. 23-24 Georgia Relays - Away
OVC'S TOP TEN SCORERS
PTS.
780
594
S10
458
454
376
380
398
367
346

Turkay Hughas FiaW

28 - Cumberland - Away

GYMNASTICS I WOMEN SI
Mar 30 31 - AIAW National Champion
*iips - Pann St. University
TENNIS IMEN'SI
Mar'24 Ft. CampbaH IU.S. Army Taaml.
folado Greg Adams BkJg.. 9 a.m.

MONEY
TO LOAN

1 James Tinmen EK
2. Greg Joyner MT
3. Herbie Stamper MO
4. Alfred Barney AP
5 Greg Jackson WK
6. Brian Troupe TT
7. Leroy Cotemen MT
8. Bruce Jonas EK
9. Charlie Clay MO
10 Pete Abuls

PORTRAITS

WEDDINGS

JIM'S
PAWN SHOP
Bu> -Sell-Trade- Pawn
Bus Station

4*7*

Graduation
Portraits
Composites
Job 81 Instant
Passport

Richmond, Ky.

EKU CAREER SCORING RECORDS
VRS PLAYED
PTS.
1972-76
15S2
1963 66
1587
1604
1970-73
1480
1953 56
1363
1976-79

Cerl Brown
Eddie Brown
Charles Mitchell
Jack Adams
Kenny Eriiott

.

Dave Clement is the leader of the
team, as team captain and has excellent
ability.
Doug Brehme was the No 1 fall player
and is said to have "tremendous"
talent. Dave Gaer also is a key to the
Iinksters success. He currently holds the
Arlington Course record of 64.
Rounding out Eastern's team is Greg
Waggoner, who won the Opryiand Intercollegiate this fall: Bill Strang; Mike
Frey. who had a poor fall season; and
Tim North
Coach Ray Strutter's golf team has a
weekend free from competition after its
second place finish in the Padre Isles
Intercollegiate Golf Classic in Padre
Isles. Texas, last week.
In Texas the Colonels' 72-hole total of
1.187 was just 10 strokes in back of the
champion Oklahoma University's 1.177
score. Rounding out the 15-team field

623-3145
218 Porter Dr. (Behind Jerry's)

Top ten individual scores showed two
Kastern Rollers within those rankings
The Colonels' Brehme places third with
a 294. while Eastern's Gaer was seventh
al 298
Other Eastern scores were Frey, 302;
North. 306: Clement. 310; and
Waggoner. 312
The Colonels' first home appearance
will be April 7-8 in the Colonel Classic
which will be held at the Arlington Golf
Course

year for the following:

Raring* SPRS Softbafc

Riddofl Warmups

Sale Pries *3.00

Sale Price *24.50

POSITION

PREFERRED MAJOR

Tech Instructors

Math, Physics. Chem

Pilots /Navigator!

Most Majon

Buiinen Manager!

Econ, Fin, Ace, Bui

Intelligence
RN'i

Nuriing

Women Officers

T-$.

General Management

i

Engr. Math, Physics

Chem.
Most Majon
Most Majon
Lang, Polt. Sci, Geo

STARTING SALARY
S 12.000
$13,000
S 12.000
$13,000
S12.0O0
S12.OO0
$12,000

S

Contact the Placement Office for interview appointments
on Mar. 29 & 30 unable to interview at these times call U.S.
Navy Officer Programs COLLECT at 502-582-5174

COLLEGE PARK SHOPPING

623-9517

Dodge City, 1X8; Friends' University.
1257; Indiana State. 1261; Drake. 1273;
Missouri. 1290; Wisconsin. 1292;
University of Dallas. 1333; and St Louis
I'niversity. 1351.

The US Navy has announced openings during the 1077 academic

Spring Specials

^ See Our Large Selection of Baseball
end Softbil Gloves
•** Basebal end Softball Shoes
•>Also Speedo Swimsuits

FOR THE FINEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

were Texas Wesleyan. 1198; Northern
Illinois. 1204; Western Kentucky. 1217;
Mnrehead State. 1228. Southwest
Nebraska. 1230

PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS

Tech Manager!

Jim Cox Studio

S. Third

1
2.
3
4.
5.

6. George Bryant
1969-72
1345
7. Bobby Washington
1986-69
1221
8. James BaechtoW
1948-52
1137
9 Carl Cole
1956 61
1134
10. Carl Mratovich
1946-60
1065
OVC TOP TWa
FIELD GOAL SHOOTERS
GA PCT
1 Greg Jackaon-WK
174 299
582
2. Rick Wray-WK
116 203 .667
3. Tim Thomas A P
135 247 .647
4. Pete Abuto-TT
126 230
543
5. Chris Harm MT
121 224 .540
6. Butch Kalley MO
68 127
535
7. James THIman-EK
302 674
526
526
8. Greg Joyner MT
223 426
8. Brien Troupe TT
147 290 .525
10. Herbie Stamper MO
183 350 .623
10 Kenney Hammonds MU 113 216 .623

TAYLOR SPORTING GOODS

see

On Anything Of Value

Seniors,
before you

AVG.
28.9
20.9
19.8
17.8
18.2
14.6
14.1
13.7
13.6
13.3

OVC'S TOP TEN FREE THROW SHOOTERS
FT
FTA
PCT
1. Tim Thomas AP
.877
64
73
2 Herbie Stamper MO 144
166
873
3. Jimmy Howe* TT
113
136
JJ31
4. Nona, lllja., MO in
818
132
6. Kenny Elliott EK
76
3
.817
6. James TStmen EK 162
203
798
7. Greg Joyner MT
96
123
797
8. Bruce Jones EK
787
74
94
9. Pete Abuls TT
96
124
774
10. Trey Trumbo WK
69
91
758

continue home action this weekend with double-headers on
Saturday and Sunday at the Turkey Hughes baseball field.
Roth games start at noon

GRADUATE

hang it up,
pick it up.
The Graduate
A Handbook for
Leaving School

Free From

Bonus for first time donors with this ad.
Your eyes <ire the most expressive part of you.
Yves Saint L.iurent has created his eye designs to
enhance your personal styleafyewear that is always
I Saint La Jtejknt yet importantly always .you, Pay us a
1
visit and view our complete collection of eyewear by

EKU Alumni Assn.
and

■

•

Fidelity Union Life
Pick up your
copy at
.
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Nationals await gymnasts
after runnerup finishes
in state's, regionals
B» MONICA KKIKKK
Staff Writer

The women's i:\ inrushes learn
cenlly qualified for an a Marge berth
Jo the AIAW National Championships to
rj.i- held March 30-31 at Penn State
"There will be 16 teams competing
jind we're ranked twelfth." beamed
llr;nl Coach Agnes Chrietzberg. "It's
Ideally nice to know you're one of the top
■fl learns in Ihe nation "
'We were hoping jusl lo get Ihe sixteenth spot. " she added
| : To get that far the women had to score
|")ngh in the slate, then regional meets.
ft-They rose lo Ihe occasion both times to
Jsecure a spot
Cniversily of Louisville hosted the
>i.-itr meet, held I wo weeks ago and
rnded up winning the learn title with
140 IS points Eastern was right behind
.ilM'tn having 137.30 points Western
Kentucky was third with 130 45 points
and Cniversily of Kentucky rounded out
JIK' scoring with 126 60 points
"We weren't really concerned with
eating l^iuisvillc as much as we were
*ith getting a high score, so we could
qualify for regionals." commented
Chrietzberg
r
'I.nuis\ illc was belter at state." said
iChrielzberg. "hut not by much We were
always right behind them, pushing
them "
"Our score was the best we've had all
season." she added
In Ihe all around competition Cheryl
Kehne look third place with 35.05 points
and Khonda Wilkerson was sixth having
MO points
In vaulting Kalhy Goode tied for
fourth with an 8 6.
On the uneven parallel bars Behne
scored highest for the Colonels with a
-fourth place finish having an 8.85 and
■ Beth Miles was sixth with an 8.8.
■
"Beth had a great routine and scored
her highest score of the season." explained a happy Chrietzberg
The balance beam saw Eastern take
three of the lop six places Behne was
lied for first with a 9 0 Laura Spencer
look fourth with an 8.85 and Wilkerson
finished sixth with an 8 35
Floor exercise, which has proved lo be
lime of the Colonels strongest events.
f> was led by Spencer, who tied lor second
• • place with an 8.8S. Wilkerson was fourth
with an R.8 and Behne. Goode. and Miles
all lied for sixth place with an 8 7.
The all-around competition saw about
• 120 gymnasts vying for the crown.
I „iura Spencer was best for Eastern
lying for fourth with 33.8 points.
, Wilkerson was sixth with 33.6 points and
, Kehne was seventh having 33 15 points
"Our lowest place was fourteenth."
explained Chrietzberg "Out of 120
"women that's really good."

In vaulting Wilkerson was second with
an 8.8.
On parallel bars Behne was third with
an H 45and Miles finished fourth with an
R4
Spencer won Ihe balance beam
competition with an 8.95 and Wilkerson
was seventh with an 8.5.
Eastern finished well in floor exercise
also with Goode in second place with a
9 0. Spencer fourth with an 8.75. and
Wilkerson fifth having an 8.7.
"All five gymnasts qualified for finals
on the second day." commented

Colonel success ends
with 97-81 loss to Tennessee
BvKENTINGI.EV

Chrietzberg. "Cheryl Behne injured her
ankle while vaulting so she couldn't
compete in the finals but we're hoping
she'll be ready for Nationals."
"We were a surprise team." said
Chrietzberg. "The crowd was for us and
cheered our every move."
"All Ihe gymnasts can score well and
I'm so happy with how competitive they
are." she beamed.
"Everyone's excited about nationals
and (he women have a great loyalty to
Eastern and want to represent the
school as well as they can." she added.
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The end
off the
Brown
Bag
Blues

James Tillman (5) strains for a tip-in during Eastern's NCAA loss to Tennessee Terry Crosby (25), Dale Jenkins (44). and Howard Wall (44, white
uniform) also move to position for the rebound. The Colonels also lost the battle
of the boards 53-39. The Colonels ended their season at 21-8.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE (97)
Crosby 7 5-519. Johnson 6 8-12 20. Wood 3
1-2 7. Bertelkamp 1 0-0 2. Carter 7 4-4 18.
Glenn 1 0-0 2; Stapleton 0 0O 0,
'MeHweatner f 0-0 X Teffeteller 0 2-2 2.
Darden 3 2-2 8. Threeths 11-2 11. Nash 2
1-2 5. Ray 0 1-2 I.
EASTERN KENTUCKY (81)
Tillman 7 7-8 21, Merchant 4 3-5 11. Dale
Jenkins 2 0-0 4. Elliott 51-211, Jones 60-1
12. Tierney 6 1-2 13. Bootcheck 1 0-0 2.
Moore 1 1-1 3. Williams 2 00 4.
Halftime - Tennessee 44, Eastern 38
Total fouls Eastern 23. Tennessee 18.
Fouled out - Dale Jenkins. Bootcheck.
A|t 10,982 pd.

1607 East Main

Bring This Ad With You
For a Frea Shampoo

2 Hot

I

players Despite the early advantage
the Colonels blew opportunity after
opportunity to take an even bigger
cushion.
Tennessee managed to keep it close
and then with both Eastern centers in
foul trouble pulled away to a six point
lead at the intermission. Free throws
were an additional problem for the
cagers as lhe,ir shooting from Ihe
charity stripe resembled a newly invented trick shot as they shot a mere 50
per cent
j
Terry Crosby. Gary Carter, and •'
Johnson were Ihe big guns for the
Volunteers as all hit double figures in
the first half. The Vols also had no
trouble at the line as they shot an easy 80
percent.
The Colonels managed to stay in the
game in the second half until 12:05 left
when Tennessee started a 14-4 rally that
ended any chances that Byhre possibly
saw to play Notre Dame.
James Tillman led all Eastern scorers
with 21 points despite a horrendous
shooting night which saw him go 7-17
from the field.
Dave Tierney had an excellent game
scoring 13 points in 16 minutes. Bruce
Jones had 12 points but had one of his
worst shooting nights of the year. Jones
lofted 19 shots while only connecting on
six.
Vic Merchant and Kenny Elliott both
finished out their collegiate careers with
11 points. Elliott ended up fifth on the
all-time Eastern scoring list with 1.353
points.

Bobby Jack' s Style Shop

PEACHES A HERB

I

derdog going into the first round game
of the NCAA Tournament before a
Tennessee partial crowd of 10,982 in
Murfreesboro. TN.
The Colonels were banking on their
quickness to offset the physically
superior Tennessee team. Especially at
forward where Vic Merchant had to
guard All SK(' forward Reggie Johnson
Eastern went out to an early 15-5 lead
as the Colonels caused a bundle of
problems for Don OeVoe and his bulk v

Try a cot that

DIRE STRAITS

[l

The Colonels were a six point un-

.a^Maaaaaaaak-

Desolation Angel
GEORGE HARRISON

—EXPIRES 3-22-79

it was a sad ending to a very
satisfying season for Coach Ed Byhre
and his OVC Champion Colonels. The
dreams, aspirations of over six-months
of work ended with the Colonels 97-81
defeat at the hands of the Vols from
Tennessee.

I<aura Spencer, a freshman all-around performer, preforms on the beam during
a recent meet. Spencer finished fourth in the regionals to lead all Eastern
performers. Spencer and the rest of Agnes Chrietzberg's gymnasts are ranked
12th in the nation and will be headed to the nationals in 10 days.

Brighten Up Someone's

Plus Other In Store Specials

Sports 1- el lim-

Both Dale Jenkins (the starting
center) and Dave Boot check fouled out
which contributed to the Colonels poor
rebounding performance. Merchant
was also in foul (rouble for much of the
name.

SPRING FEVER

GLORIA GAYNOR
Love Tracks

.

One of the biggest problems Eastern
faced was their battle on the boards.
The Colonels were out-rebounded 53-39
by the stronger Volunteers. The
Colonels hoped to make up this lack of
rebounding strength with good shooting
and Volunteer turnovers.
They forced the turnovers but couldn't
get Ihe hot hands from Ihe floor.

6235058

1

Hoopsters end season at 21 -8
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TERRY, TERRY

Junior Terry Romper ol in/' polyester
with elastic waist. Short set with tank
top and bloomer short. S-M-L
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Whether national,
Baseball fever, hoops,
international or local;
gymnasts, more predictions, etc.
Gaunt feels for those zebras
B> KKIXMtl.MK
Staff Writer

when I put on that striped shirt, I'm still
a human being "
Mas she been treated as such-*
"Absolutely not I have been by people
with a knowledge of the game of
basketball." she said "But not by the
ignorant spectators because they don't
know the rules "
Despite that. "It's a challenge, a real
challenge." explained Gaunt, referring
to her reasons for doing it "I don't ever
think about calling a perfect game, but
when I go out on the court. I think.
Maybe I can do better than the last
game."
Since she began officiating in her
sophomore year at Madison (Va.)
College. Gaunt has worked five National
Championship Tournaments-she has
called the finals twice-and one international
game between the
University of Maryland and Australia.
Her best officiated game, she related,
was the Delta State-lmmacula,ta
national championship final in 1977.
"Looking back, that's one of the best
games I've done." she said
But then. Gaunt may be one of the
best, or at least, most knowledgeable

When Sharon Gaunt. Eastern's
women's assistant basketball coach,
watches the game action from the
bench, she doesn't question every
controversial call made by the officials"
She knows that it could be her out
there in the striped shirt And on some
occasions, it is
"I've probably never really yelled at
an official in an unsportsmanlike
manner." said Gaunt, because I don't
believe it's human and Christian-like
manners I try to treat them like I would
someone I had just met on the street "
In a sense, the 35-year-old Gaunt
subscribes to the theory of do unto
others as you would have them do unto
you
Because, as a certified national and
international basketball referee, she
understands the feeling of having
coaches and fans wish the worst for her
and her whistle When asked if the
criticism disturbed her. she replied.
"Me. yes Other people, no. because
they look at is as part of the game But

Intramural highlights
The intramural spring sports scene is
in full swing this week with a variety of
outdoor sports
The softball season got under way this
week as any student should have noticed
by the number of people with gloves,
hats and balls.
The tennis doubles deadline is
Friday. March 30.
Pat O'Donnell and Kay Baegler are
the University Champions in co-ed
basketball doubles.

Phi Beta Sigma ran away from Lucky
13 54-34 to set up the campus championship between the Unbeatables and
Phi Beta Sigma
The Unbeatables became the
University champions by virtue of their
49-44 wiii They were led by Ollie
Pleasant. Neal Metcalf. Charles
Brunson. Dewayne Gray. Greg Tendall
and Chris Isaac
The runners-up were led by the play of
William Burch. Kent McKenzie and
The fast pitch softball club is hosting a Wate Eddington
Fraternity 'B' action saw Beta Theta
pre season tournament this weekend at
the Irving McDowell fields Games will Pi defeat Kappa Alpha 22-21 on a last
second free throw.
begin at 1 00 p.m Friday. March 23
In women's action, the hot shots got
Entry forms are also available in
Weaver and Begley offices for the 5.000 by Denis Dunker's 34-29 to earn a berth
meter run which will begin at the in the finals. The Sneakers clinched the
Alumni Coliseum parking lot at 11 a.m. other berth by downing the Whiz Kids
on Saturday. March 31 Entry fee is 29-19
The Hot Shots were crowned the
S3 00 and includes a T-shirt. Come and
enjoy the fun and help support EKU women's champion with their 12 point
win over the Sneakers. They were led by
sports clubs
After weeks of inter-league play and Kanel Maloney. Cyndi Wall. Mary Ann
>V)*r„1)4oi .playoff games,. University Wright. Mary Johnson. Terri Clements.
champions in the men's.and women's Julie Melifiifirpr and Patty tin
derward.
divisions have been crowned.
Softball starts this week. Be sure and
Semi-final action saw the Unbeatables check Begley 202 (5434) or Weaver
edge PIT 33-30" in a closely contested 13340) for a schedule Teams defaulting
men's game. 7-11 ran away from Patent their first game will not be allowed to
Pending 48-31.
complete the season. No steel spikes
The independent final saw the in
may be worn by anybody this year.
heatables ride a 42-29 victory.
There is not adequate parking at the
The fraternity final saw Phi Beta 1MRS fields so if you drive please park
Sigma eliminated Omega Psi Phi 46-33 in the Van Hoose lot. Each team must
to earn a shot at the Lucky 13 (the supply one official to call first and third
by alternating innings.
housing champion).

officals around, evidenced by her experience in the key ballgames She is as
familiar with the rules of the sport, both
national and international, as anyone.
As a matter of fact. Gaunt claims there
have been limes when officials working
the Lady Colonels' games have consulted her to interpret confusing rules
It is not surprising, then, to note that
Gaunt is a member of the National
Association Council for Women's Sports
joint rules committee, a branch of the
AAU i Amateur Athletic Union)
Although Gaunt realizes that international rules are slightly different
i nan the national's, she believes the idea
still remains the same "The name of
the game is still to put the ball in the
basket and to keep your opponent from
putting the ball in the basket." she
observed.
One difference does bother her.
though "For one thing, and I think all
coaches will agree." said the first-year
assistant, "internationals allow more
physical contact The rules are there,
but they're enforced loosely
"The game of basketball should be
played with the skills players have. It
should be a game of finesse, not mass
versus mass."
However. Gaunt remembers one
instance when she allowed a contest to
become just that She was at the
Olympic training camp in Missouri
before the 1976 Olympics when she was
asked to officiate a scrimmage between
the men and women's teams. After a
rough first half. Gaunt approached one
of the coaches and expressed concern
because of the physical contact The
coach commented wryly to Gaunt. "I
don't think the women will hurt them
ithe men) "
Another aspect of officiating that
concerns the Richmond. Va. native is
the women's earnings compared to the
men's "Pressure is an internal thing.
And I put a lot of pressure on myself.
The men will say that they get paid
three limes the amount we do because
their games involve more pressure. But
I don't think they put any more pressure
on themselves than I do." she emphasized

This is the time of year in sports
where a transition slowly-takes place
at the University. Basketball is over
for Eastern and only talk now about
basketball is about the final four in
the NCAA's.
Baseball fever has hit the campus
in full force and the tennis courts
have once again become a center of
excitement for both athletes and
spectators.
At this time of year a reflection of
the past and a possible look into the
future is in order.

Ken
Ting ley
Sports Editor

Enough has been said about the
basketball team already. But, they
did have a great season and Ed
Byhrc did do a great job with the
team. One thing that did stick in my
mind after the NCAA game with
Tennessee
was
some
of
the
comments Byhre made about the
season after the final loss.
Byhre, despite the fact that his
team had been picked to win the
OVC the whole year, claimed that to
some extent his team had been an
"overachiever." I hadn't thought
about this until Byhre had brought it
up.
Eastern had once again played a
tough schedule and after Lovell
Joiner was dismissed from the team,
the Colonels were left with a depth
problem.
At the beginning of the year
Byhrc had hoped to use James
Tillman as a small forward or at
To escape from the pressure. Gaunt
has tried haotyng rugs <"§pr my mental- guard. As it turned out Tillman
health" i al'kvwen playing the banjo. "1 didn't get to see any action at the,
think I learned three songs, but I guard position at all.
haven't played it since Christmas." she
It's a tribute to Byhre and his
admitted.
coaches that they managed to win 21
Her favorite source of relaxation is games using primarily two reserves
the outdoors, including fishing, water- a game. Not an easy task.
skiing and sailing. "If not for that." she
With the winter sports ending and
said. "I think I would go mad."
Somewhere, sometime, there has spring season beginning Easten has
probably been a fan who. after two nationally ranked teams.
disagreeing with a call, thought she had
From the winter sports scene is
already done so.
the women's gymnastics team.

Ofitiaat, Unc.
205 Geri Lane
K i.-hmoi.d, Ky. 40475

Good
Friday
Only

'^606)6234267
HOURS:

The baseball team also started
action this week and one of the
improvements for the baseball team
this year is the lengthening of their
schedule. Last year the Colonels
played 27 games, while this year the
schedule has been expanded to 47
games.
It also should be interesting to see
if Sandy Martin's runners have

Now for my ever-accurate baseball predictions. The American
League east will feature a hot three
team race between the Yankees,
Brewers and the ever present
Orioles, but the Yankees with their
superior pitching will win out.
The west will feature a Kansas
City-California dual the whole year
but look for Kansas City to pull it
out one more time.
The National .League races don't
look as exciting but the west could
prove to be a real exciting dogfight.
Look for the California teams to
dual it out on the coast. Once again
I will pick the Giants to take the
West.
The east could be a sleeper's
division. The logical choice is
Philadelphia but I just don't think
so. Maybe Pittsburg but I don't
think they're
hungry enough.
Maybe this might be the year of the
Cubs or Expos or Mets. "Ya Gotta
Believe."

■The game of basketball should be played with the skills players have It
should be a game of finesse, not mass versus mass."
Sharon Gaunt, assistant women's basketball coach and international
basketball referee commenting on the physical play in the game today.
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HAIRMASTERS SALON
& SKIN CARE CENTER
Call For Appointment

623-3651

ARE APPRECIATED!

SPECIALS

recovered enough from their injuries
which plaqued them throughout the
cross country season. The women
are the defending KWIC Champions.
DIAMOND DUST:
With
the
beginning of a new season comes
prediction time. But first some old
business. If your going to pick a
National Champion
in college
basketball it is best to wait until you
have the field narrowed to the final
four. This I have done.
Since my dream of a final four of
Connecticut, Eastern Kentucky,
Louisville and Weber State was not
answered, I'll go with the hot
DePaul team to take the National
Championship. They may not be the
best team but they have to be the
sentimental favorites with their
coach of 37 years, Ray Meyers,
making it to the final four for the
first time.
It would also be nice to see Penn
in the final. I mean how could
anyone route against an Ivy league
team.

'Quote of the week"

WHERE STUDENTS

GOOD FRIDAY

218 South Porter Dr.

DEPENDABLE AUTO
SUPPLY INC.

MM* • LADIES

"in A

Big Hill Ave.
(Next To Burger Queen)

SWEATERS COATS #95
SKIRTS,
***"•
PLA.N

The Colonels won two of four
tournaments in their fall schedule
and finished second out of 15 teams
in their first spring tournament in
Texas.

9-1 Saturday

Pto»— pr—nt your Studrrt or Faculty 1.0 Cod

SPORT

National meet to be held at Penn
Slate University and the women are
ranked 12th. Not bad for a team
that features seven freshmen, a
sophomore and a senior.
The spring sports scene features
Eastern's golf team in the top 20 in
the nation. Under the leadership of
first year coach Ray Struder, the
Colonels hope to make it to the
NCAA's.

9 5 Mon.-Fri.

Students • Faculty

PAN1S,

Coach Agnes Chrietzberg started
the season with a young but talented
gymnastics team. They have faced a
tough schedule but throughout
the year the team kept excelling and
winning despite occasional injuries.
The women are now headed for
the Nationals in another ten days
after consecutive second place
finishes in the stale's and regional's.
They finished behind the same
University of Louisville team both
limes.
There will be 16 teams at the
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Picnic
kicks-off
Greek Week

Swim-a-thon next Wednesday

Phi Mu's sponsor
sixth-time splash

Kappa Alpha Thela and Theta Chi will
kick off <Jre*k Week with an all-Greek
picnic Sunday. March 25 at l p.m. in
lUionesboro Stale Park
See you there!

Ry VALERIE JO HOLMES
SUff Writer

World affairs
is topic for
Ciruna Club

Phi Mu sorority is sponsoring their
sixth annual Swim-a-Thon Wednesday.
March 28 at 6 p.m. in the Alumni
Coliseum. All proceeds from this event
will go toward their national philanthropy, the Ship S.S. Hope
The Swim-a-Thon will consist of two
divisions-sorority and fraternity. There
will be five members to a team with
each team will swim 20 minutes.
At the end of each 20 minute period,
the laps for each group will be totaled
and multiplied by the amount of money
pledged. Each length of the pool will be
counted as one lap.
Every team must obtain sponsors who

The Ciruna Club will sponsor a world
.ill.in•. discussion Wed March 28.
The discussion will be about Iran and
the Middle East Treaty The guest
speaker will be Dr Abdul Rifai from
Iterea College
The discussion will begin at 7 p.m and
will he held in Wallace room 345

Caduceus
Club mostly
pre-med

DIAL

BvDONNA SPENCER
Goest Writer

(ofioto by OOUO FnUCHTCMICHT)

Serenity
This young woman, like many other students, has taken to
the ravine for a little fresh air and sunshine as well as

studying, upon return from the spring vacation.

Women's soccer team plans
outdoor tournament
The EKU Women's Soccer Club team
hosted an Indoor Soccer tournament the
weekend of March 9-10. 197>, in the
Begley Gymnasium The participating
teams were EKU. Berea. and Kentucky
Christian. This is the first of an anticipated event in the Kentucky area
and hopefully will involve a larger

.

-,..i

number of schools next year.
formal banquet following the tourIf you are female and you are in- nament is anticipated for the purpose of
terested in playing soccer, you will be trophy and awards presentations.
pleased to know that an outdoor tourCo-ed practices will begin on Monday.
nament is tenatively planned for the March 26.1979 and will continue through
weekend of April 20-21. 1979. This May 4.1979. from 4:30-8:30at the soccer
tournament will also be sponsored by field. Intramural field No. 4. Please
the EKU Soccer Club, and a small semi- come and support the Colonels.

Phi Beta 1-ambda placed first in
Kentucky in largest chapter membership and annual local chapter activities report at the recent PBL State
Leadership Conference held al
Ixulsville's Holiday City Convention
Center.
Over 2B0 people from 19 schools attended Ihe annual three-day conference
2d members and advisor. KB
Wuilleumier. represented Eastern's
chapter.
Al the conference, members were
provided with leadership training and a
chance to participate in competitive,
business-related events for slate
awards. Also, elections for seven state
officers were conducted for the 1979-80
year. Debbie Yates from Eastern will
serve as Kentucky PBL Parliamentarian.
Other honors received by Eastern's
chapter Included 3rd place. Amoco
Award on Free Enterprise: 3rd place.
lineal Scrapbook: 5th place. Community
Service Project: 5th place. Most Outstanding Project: and Chapter of the
Month for October. November.

Andy's Pizza
Palace

BIBLE
MOMENT

'Gee, I'm hungry' blues?"
Wa'za gotta the cure?
A Hot And Tasty Pizza
Delivered Right To Your Door

360 EASTERN BYPASS
623-5400
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t
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US. 25
SOUTH
NEXT TO
CLARKMOORES
SCHOOL ALL DAY WEDNESDAY •$1
179"SSS"
Value

LOCATED AT OUR
EASTERN BYPASS BRANCH
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Not Good In Combination
With Other Offers, Coupons
And Discounts.

..

Also placing in the fourth and fifth
places were Ms. Future Business
Teacher. Debbie Hobbs: Management.
Michelle Miller: Vocabulary. Matt
Knahrig: Extemporaneous Speaking.
Evy Abell. Accounting I. Ton! Downing:
Data Processing I. Sheila Strong. First
place winners will represent Kentucky
al the National Conference in New.
Orleans iri'Jufy.
Highlighting the activities at the
conference were presentations by
Charlie Klener of the Jefferson County
Police Department and Philip Thompson, president of Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce. Folk dancing and a disco
dance provided relaxation for all. An
awards luncheon on Saturday concluded
ihe activities and all left looking forward lo next vear's conference.

YON CAN ENJ0* 24 H0M
BANKING SERVICE
ON THE
••>

Includes:
3 Pieces HoneyDipped Fried
Chicken, Mash
Potatoes And Gravy
Cole Slaw And
One Hot ButterTastin Biscuit

Now Serving
Pure Hickory
Pit Pork :
Bar-S-Q
Roastbeef
,
& Han.
1 Sandwiches ,

December and January.
Individual members competed and
were awarded the following: 1st and 2nd
place in Business Communications Maleena Douglas and Donna Spencer:
2nd place in Dala Processing II - Joanie
Zctzer: Accounting II - Pam Mayne:
office Procedures - Vicki Tyra: 3rd
place with the Parliamentary
Procedure Team

BANKING HOURS
ARE ENDLESS
FOR OUR
CUSTOMERS!

"Got those late night

r

There will be five trophies awarded
including a travelling trophy that will be
presented to the organization pledging
the most money. Two additional
trophies will be presented to the teams
in both divisions completing the first
and second greatest number of laps.
l.rtsi year. Kappa Delta sorority won
the most laps and collected the most
money overall, and Phi Delts were the
winning fraternity. Phi Mus made over
$500 last year in proceeds.

Phi Beta Lambda
brings home
honors

H\ IM»N MCNAV
Staff Writer
For those people interested in the
medical profession, the Caduceus club
is the place for you.
According to club President Patricia
Klackwell. "The Caduceus Club is open
to all Pre-Professional Health majors
iind people in health-related fields."
Klackwell. a senior, pre-med. major
from Craw, also said that "this includes people who are in nursing,
medical technology, medical lab
lechmcans. and the pre professional
fields " "However, the majority of the
people in the club are Pre-Med majors."
The Caduceus club has held a variety
of functions this year They have hosted
admissions officers from the medical
schools at the University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisville
Caduceus club members have also
worked on the bloodmobile and raised
money for the club through holding .i
book sale
One of the club's biggest functions is
their annual banquet This year the
dinner will be held at the Boone Tavern
in Rerea on April 20.
Meetings are held every second and
fourth Monday of each monthat 7 p.m. in
Koom 107 of the Moore Building Dues
for the club are $5 a year, which includes part of the cost for the annual
banquet

will donate money for every complete
lap. The teams may have as many
sponsors as they wish.
Each sorority and fraternity can only
have one person responsible for turning
in the money pledged.
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Tryouts Saturday

Clay and Burnam Halls

Flag corps
for anyoneeven guys
K\ KOKIVFATKK
< >l I .inw.iliiiiiN I 'ilitm

"There's ru.th)nn written thai says
thai uuys can'I try out." said flag corps
captain Rocky Franklin. "In fact, it
would be discriminatory "
According to Franklin, a senior
dietetics major from Ashland, "guys
lust never have auditioned before I
think it would be Rood." continued
Kianklin "Guys have a lot of arm
power—I wouldn't mind if they tried

nut."
In fact, any student on campus is
eligible to attend flag corps tryouts
which will be held this Saturday. March
24. at :t p.m. in Koom 100 of the Foster
Music Building
A clinic will be held prior to tryouts to
benefit those who have never done any
"flag twirling" or for those who "don't
know what to expect " Robin Johnson
and Cinda Phoenix, who have been
chosen ;is next year's co-captains, will
leach the clinic in flag twirling and
marching
From those who try-out. 14 marchers
and four alternates will be chosen,
according In Franklin She advises
those interested in trying-out to wear
shorts, tennis shoes, and socks for

Weather warning
programs tonight

"easier movement
Considered part of the Marching
Maroons, the flag corps performs at the
football games and in parades. This
year, the corps tried something different when they performed a routine at
half lime during the Eastern University of the South basketball
game
Franklin, has been a captain for the
past three years, the last year along
with senior Holly l.each. a planning
major from Presionsburg
According to Franklin, those chosen
lor the flag corps receive one hour
credit for being in band "You sign up
for the band class and gel credit for it."
she said
Flag Corps members are also expected to attend band camp that is held
on the Friday before the fall semester
officially begins Practice is another
aspect those interested in trying-out can
expect Franklin said thai the flag corps
practices Monday. Tuesday. Thrusday
and Friday from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the
Van Moose parking lot
"II lakes up pretty much time." said
Franklin
"They'll be expected to
work." she added "But I think it's
worth rt."

National honorary
inducts 75
I'hi Kappa Phi. a national honorary
which recogni7.es scholastic excellence
in all fields of study, initiated 75 seniors
recently
Members must exhibit good character
and have earned a grade point of 3.7 on a
scale of 4.0.
John
I.
Meisenheimer
was
presented Ihe
Fellowship Award on
the basis
of
superior
academic
.iiliievcmenl.
significant
extracurricular activities, and good

The programs will explain now to
identify and react to a tornado, as well
as how to distinguish between a tornado
Severe weather and tornado training and a severe storm, said Elliott.
Included in the presentations win De a
programs are being offered Thursday,
March 22, at 7 p.m in Clay Hall's training film and a film entitled "Day of
cafeteria and at 9pm in Burnam Hall's the Killer Tornadoes "
"Day of the Killer Tornadoes" conrecreation room
According to Jean Elliott, director of tains information about the 1974 disaster
women's residence hall programs. HR. which, said Elliott, made the campus
Fedrick. chief administrator of the more aware of the need for emergency
National Weather Service in Lexington, training
The programs are sponsored by the
and Bob Buntin from the state's
Emergency and Disaster Office will office of residence hall programs and
are open lo the University community
present the programs
By I.KESA WADDLE
SUIT Writer

character lie will soon receive his B.S.
.is a prenied student and will enter the
I 'Diversity of Kentucky Medical School
As n recipient of the Chapter's Award.
lie automatically becomes a candidate
for a nalional fellowship.
After Ihe banquet Dr. Frederic
ngden. dean of Ihe College of Arts and
Sciences and one of the founders of the
KKl' Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi. spoke
of Ihe value of a liberal education.

PREPARE FOR:

(pnolo by SCOTT

Chi Omega
honored for
highest GPA
Among the nine sororties on campus.
Chi Omega receiveoVfhe plaque for the
highest GPA at the annual Panhellenic
banquet held March 20 in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom.
Nine women were recognized for
receiving the coveted "Who's Who"
award, while 32 Greek women were
honored for maintaining a 4.0 GPA last
fall Outstanding senior, best active,
and best pledge awards were given by
each sorority. Chi Omega's pledge class
also received a plaque for obtaining the
highest GPA for the fall 78 semester
Debbie Palmer was given a $50
scholarship for her scholastic and extra-

Fleaible Program* 4 Hour*

There IS a difference!!!

I

«Sto*Geu-H.
KAPLAN "

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

I

Outside NY. State Only CHI TOIL FREE: 800 223 1782
Centers In Msior US Cities Toronto. Puerto Rico lod Lufsno. Switierlsna

PHONE
623-2390

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

Exchange
Classified Ads
4. Return Form To Progress Office

// 's That Easy. Direct Communication With Other Students

Exchange
Person to low car actr from N.Y. All coat,
two vehicle M hr. 823-0471. 13-291

FOR SALE
1978 Honda motorcycle
axcallant condition call 823-7453 aflat
5 00 p.m.

16mm color movia lam tor ease...cheap
ca^Chrfo^jg^notor^MjOirjjr

(600 pat 1000 mailing circulara.
Guarantead Earning*! Writa MYRIAD,
Box I893AA. Oanton. TX 78201.

SERVICE
DIRECTORY.

SUMMER JOBS ■■ Courier Journal has
openings for aummar sales joba. Requires
traval throughout Kentucky *120 00 par
week Plua meals, lodging, transportation
expanaas. A representative will be on
campua Wednesday,
April 4th
to
schedule an interview, sign up at the
placemen^office Jonea Building.

We
have
a
mechanic on duly
at
all
times.
Heliahle service
and care. We alto
otter a good line of
tires and batteries Phone 6231627.
* "

Private Appointments Are Available
112 R. MAIN
DOWNTOWN

Southern Hills Plaza

EARN EXTRA MONEY - Courier Journal
motor routes available in the city limits
Prefr r year round Brockton couple. Profit
ol »226. monthly plus. Phone 823-0427.
EXOTIC JQBS!
LAKE TAHOE CALI
Little exp Fantastic tips Ipayl 11700 54000 aummar 36.000 people needed in
Ceainoes.
Reatauranta.
Ranches.
Cruisers River Reftal Send S3 95 for info
to LAKEWORLD. EO Box 60129. Secto.
CA 95860
B 6 J Quick Print "A W*) in the printing
biz" 211 Gen Lane, Richmond. Ky. 40475.
10 to 10,000 copies white you wan
printinr^

Landadown Club will be available for
private party rental. For more information
call 608 277 3606 Monday - Friday 10 00
4 00 Lexington. Ky.

Professional resume service. We prepare
resume* that unlock doors of opportunity.
For price Hat writa Professional Raaume
Service. 140 Surburban Court. Lexington.
Ky. 40603.

WANTED: Student to sell specialty and
fund raising items to all groupa. Good
commissions! Write W.H. Specialty Co..
236 Laffoon Drive. Frankfort. Kentucky
40601 or call 16021 696-1466.

MUSIC MUSICI The Bookstore now haa
music folio*, guitar strings, all music
accessories, harmonicas, recorders... end
e sot morel For your music needs, see us
at the Bookstore.

TV SERVICE

Kentucky Printing Company

24 Hr. Wrockor ServicH
Student Checks

312 IRVINE STREET
PH 623-3272

Eastern By-Pass
Richmond, Ky.

SERVICE STATION
BROWNE'S OFFICE SUPPLY

Rick's Travel Shell

Office And School Supply

Free Car With with Fill Up

212 «t«i> Street
Richmond.. Ky.

at Full Serve Island
Eastern By-Pass
. M 1-75

V"Yeur Sfurtenl Health Agency "

'

112 BigH.il Aye
Richmond. Ky 4047!,

!

Phone 623-6613

Short's
Sunoco
-,
;
<>.

Bl 1J_ RICE INSURANCE AGENCY

.

Mechanic on duty at all times

L»—

BARGERSEXXON
QUICK SERVICE TIRE SALES
Dependable Towing Service
"We'll come out and start your car"
Phone
•K-S711

EKU By-Pass
'Richmond. Ky.

-

-■ •>

t

Phon. 623-1627
-''■■"

University Plaza
Phon* 823-0004

RAY BROOKS STANDARD

Good Line of Tires and. Batteries *
Eastern By-Pass

Archies Upper Crust
263 East Main Street
Richmond Kentucky

All types of Mechanic work
done. Check our prices on
Tires. Batteries and Gas!

HAMM'SGULF

Service On Most Makes
,
And Models

Ph. 623 0828

Fast/Free Delivery
CO/t-OylO/l Free Cokes with
Uet*4> aS«*4C** delivery |ustask'

RICK'S CHF.VRON

WATSON'S TV SERVICE

QUICK COPY - THE8IS - BOOKLETS
RESUMES

Phone

624-2200

Archie's 263 E. Main St. 624-2424 is
looking for competent person* with auto
for pizza delivery. Apply in person Friday
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

PRINTING h OFFICE SERVICES

College Park

Have Anita assist yon in

OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year
round. Europe. S- America, Australia,
Asia, Etc. All fields. $500 - »1.200
monthly. Expense* paid. Sightseeing
Free info. - Write: IJC. Box 4490-60,
Berkeley, CA 94704.

Richmond Complete Print Shop

Short Sunoco Eastern By-Pass

K**m3mmmmmm*rorof3tro«
Congratulations
!
On Your Engagement

ANITA'S BRIDAL BOUTIQUE

JOBSM/FI
SAILBOATSI CRUISE SHIPSI No
experience. High pay. See Carribean,
Hawaii. Europe, Worldl Summer Career.
Send S3.95 for info to SEAWORID. EO
Box 60129. Sacto, CA 96860

3. Take Form To Bursar's Window

The theme for the Symposium is
environmental psychology Minor topics
include Ihe effects of color and open
space planning The club is now considering speakers.
"We're trying to get some architects
from U'xmgton. and some people from
Cincinnati
possibly." said vice
president Marsha Otten They are also
considering psychologists from this
area
Besides lectures, elections for next
year's club officers will be held. Of the
Hi members, 8 are running for office
Running for president are Steve
Dunn. Cindy Wright: for vice president:
Nancy Selgar. Susan Waag. and Dita
Thompson; for secretary: Beverly
Cloyd, Dita Thompson, and for
treasurer: Cindy Wright. Lu Anne Sabo.
and Tere Schoemehl
The election results "will be effective
April 6 until next April." said president
Debbie Hoskinson.
Many club members will also be
selling T-shirts that day with the emblem "Designers get it together!"

planning that Special Day.

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED for pro
motion of international bus line* in Europe
and Asia. Expeditions in Africa and Sout[>
America. Camping tour*. Educational
tours. Almost any travel arrangement
organized
Magic Bus. Damrak 87,
Amsterdam ^Holland.

IT'S EASY. FOLLOW THESE FOUR STEPS:
2. Attsetuinient Will Be Made

Last minute campaign speeches. T
shirt sales pitches, and lectures on the
effects that color has on a person's
mood, will be among the sounds heard
by those attending the Interior Design
Club's Symposium April 3.
The Symposium will last all day
beginning with registration from 8:30 to
9 a.m.. ending around 3 p.m. It will be
open to the public with a SI registration
fee and lunch on campus provided for an
additional $4 50
Registration fees may be paid at the
door, but those wishing to reserve lunch
should pay Debbie Hoskinson or Marsha
Otten of the Interior Design Club by
March 30.
The Symposium, sponsored by the
American Society of Interior Design
Student Chapter at EKU. will be held in
the Burner Building. Other schools
invited are the University of Kentucky.
Western University, and the University
of Cincinnati.

Novelties
Housewares
Appliances &
Plumbing Shop

Sorority Mascots,
Giftware
TV A Radio
Repair

TIST r-KfpaRSTlON
SOCIALISTS SMCI i*ia

1. Bring Ad To ProgresH Office

curricular efforts.
Gail Emery, past
Panhellenic
president was recognized as outstanding Greek Woman of the Year
Emery, a senior, is a member of Kappa
Alpha Theta.
Installation for the new Panhellenic
officers included: president. Leslie
Thalheimer: first vice president. Barb
Magliano: second vice president. Abbie
Beacham; secretary. Pam (Jeromes.
and treasurer. Karen Briggs.
Over 350 of the 500 women in sororities
on campus were present at the banquet
and ceremony

W. J

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

'Environmental
psychology9 theme
for club Symposium
Bv STEPHANIE TEMPLE
Staff Writer

YOUR ««fe
ONE-STOP ^*&f
SHOP!

«1tffi

MCAT DAT • LSAT - GMAT
GRE OCAT • VAT • SAT
NMB I. II. Ill ECFMG FLEX-VQE

MCAT Lexington Class
Now Forming
Call Collect
502-587-8202

AD A Mb)

Newly-elected Panhellenic president Leslie Thalheimer speaks at Tuesday's
Panhellenic Banquet which was attended by over 350 members of sororities on
campus

'■'

f>

Frotit End sm^swterrt.
BraTceWork
«
Tune-Up

199 E. Main
Richmond. Ky.

._,

Phon*
823 4094

Eastern By-Pass
By Holiday inn

Phone
623-0026

SHORT'S TEXACO
4-Wheel Drive Parts & Service
Mechanic on Duty at all times
Trucks and Cars Washed
103 Big Hill Ave. .

PfT. 624-1611

GUN SERVICE
CABIN GUN SHOP
303 Oeri Lane
Eastern By
hmond Ky
BjJMsf
ivet 9Wce
ferric* 623-9280
6
Louis O. Reaves
P.FL 6111387 Home 623 1677

-.
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Excuse me, Steve Martin,
but wild and crazy isn't funny
Something must be wrong with
me. I wake up in the middle of the
night and shiver with fright and
confusion. Sometimes I'm almost
afraid to walk around in public for
fear of someone learning my deep.

Listening to his million-selling
album A Wild and Crazy Guy, I
wonder why so many students have
bought the album. It has to be the
most tasteless, dry and unfunny
album to come around in years. It's

Larry
Bernard
f

Arts Editor

dark secret.
I sometimes feel that I can't be a
normal college student because I
actually despise comedian Steve
Martin. At least, most college
students wouldn't consider me
normal if * reveal I dislike Martin.
Steve Martin is one of those
performers who comes around every
so often and captures the heart of
the public. Usually it is quite
understandable why these performers arc thrust in the limelight.
Marilyn Monroe, James Dean
and Rudolph Valentino were all a
select group of performers who were
models of the era in which they
lived. It was easy enough to sec why
each of these performers earned the
respect and recognition' of the
public.
But Steve Martin? Surely you jest.
To put it bluntly, the man has very
little talent. Whatever talent the
comedian had when he first began
performing has quickly vanished. I
suppose fame and old age does that
to a performer.

easy to recognize the commercialism
of the album. Instead of Martin
constantly muttering "let's get
small" he should I e shouting "let's
get commercial."
When Martin .irst began appearing on television, he wasn't
altogether funny or consistent with
his jokes and gags, but at least he
was able to tell jokes that involved
some humor. Now his entire act is
crammed with continuous one-liners
that seem to be funny to everyone
but me.
It is indeed sad that Martin has
become the leading comedian in the
country when there are so many
other performers who are much
more versatile and talented.
Woody Allen, for example, is a
comedian who translates his ironichumor to the movie screen with a
touch of sarcasm and bite. Unlike
Martin, Allen is able to induce
laughter from his audience while
making a serious statement on
society.

Lily Tomlin is another performer
who mixes humor with seriousness
to make some strong declarations
about our society. Joan Rivers,
George Carlin and even Bob Hope
are all performers who make us
laugh but yet make us think deeply
also.
Whereas these performers are
touching deeply on social issues
while remaining funny, Steve
Martin is walking around with
arrows sticking out of his head. (I
remember a kid in my third grade
class who once came to school with
arrows sticking out of his head.
Nobody laughed or thought it was
funny; everyone just thought he was
crazy.)
Another thing that really bugs me
is the way everyone goes about
imitating Martin. Martin is bad
enough, but amateur Steve Martin's
are just too much.
His entire act consists of basically
the same dialogue as when he
became popular. He has carried his
"excuse me" and "a wild and crazy
guy" a little bit too far.
Constant references to the same
one liners only make for monotony.
I never knew a man could say the
exact lines over several years and
make money. Only in America, I
suppose.
As a comedian, Martin just
doesn't have what it takes. His
performances both on television and
on record are embarrassing to
Martin and the listener.
Excuse me, Mr. Martin, but being
a wild and crazy guy doesn't make
you any more funny.

Norma Rae (Sally Field) marries Sonny (Beau Bridges) while her friend
(Gail Strickland) looks on in the new 20th Century-Fox film Norm Rae.

Norma Rae

Student Senate
'Forum*
scheduled

Countdown: Only
six more
art columns

Diners' production is enjoyable any year or time
that work! bri Ifi ant I y' T t *s easy to'
By LARRY BERNARD
understand why the play has had
Arts Editor
Same Time Next Year's a play such a long and successful run on
that one could enjoy this year, next Broadway.
Slade's play is a character study
year or any other year. It is one of
of
a man and a woman who meet in
the freshest, brightest and most
innovative comedies to come along 1951 and fall into bed together in
spite of the fact they are both
in quite some time.
Currently playing at Diners' happily married. Doris and George
Playhouse, "Same Time Next decide to meet at the same motel on
Year" combines comedy with the same day every year.
drama to make an effective blend
The most effective point of the

RICHMOND SEAFOOD
MARKET

Taraday Sptcwl
Rounder Sandwich ft Fries
1

MM1

Rep. $1.25

Charcoal Gril Sparoribs
MM
(Carry Out)
Located On Holly Street
Down From Tht Bulls Horn

play~is me witty dialogue that flows
brilliantly throughout. An example
of this dialogue is in the first scene
when George is mumbling about
how guilty he feels about cheating
when he has a wife and three kids.
"This is crazy," he says, shaking
his head. "All the time I'm talking
about it, I'm sitting here with a
fantastic hard-on."
Rhona Justice, as Doris, makes

DirW?4"
Playhouse. She has a difficult
challenge to make the audience
believe her as she transcends from a
wide-eyed, innocent girl to a
budding feminist. She carries the
part off with superb acting and
skillful know-how.
an

impressive ~d?o*3Pat

Kevin Malloy, as George, is in
fine form as the wise-cracking man
who sometimes can't cope with the

gu.lf 'arTcnemo-rsT He'feels about
cheating.
Garrison True directs the play
with a skillful hand that moves the
production along at a swift pace.
All in all, "Same Time Next
Year" is a very enjoyable play not to
be missed by anyone who has felt
the joys and pain of love. Next year,
or any year, a comedy to enjoy,
laugh about and feel good about.

Today the Student Senate OPEN
FORUM opens up in the Powell Building
conference rooms C, D and E. from 10
a.m. until 2 p.m.
.ComsjMt.Bik.and visit wmMiflt Jiayr
student senate representatives FrWri
your college and find out what Student
Senate is doing for you. All of those
questions about campus hassles and
student rights do have answers
The OPEN FORUM today for anyone
to stop by in the Powell Building and
learn how they are represented by the
Student Senate to the University administration.
Be a well informed student and help
student senators be on their toes to what
it important to you.

Guys fr Gals
Latest Techniques in
Unisex Hairstyling

Campus Style
Shop
For Appointment
CaM Don 622-4178

QUALITY
PIZZA & SANDWICHES
Open 9-5

DON'S RESTAURANT
1417 W. Main St.

Any large pizza
with one or more
toppings

624-2485

<*

OPEN 24 HOURS
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
SURS - HOT OR COLD
SHORT ORDERS
Sm.
Roast Beef
1.75
Corned Beef
1.85
Salami
1.58
Ham
1.75
Shakes
75
DQN'S SPECIAL
Soft Drinks.....
35 .45
nflNK ••••••••••••••••••••• •**•» »3w
Don's Lg. Mixed
Coffee
30 .40 .50 Katie's Sm. Mixed
.....<
Tea
....... .30 .40
Hot Chocolate..
35

Steak, Oysters
Fish, Shrimp.
Chicken

EXPIRES APRIL 28. 1979 coupon per order
1 coupon per order
EXPIRES APRIL 26. 1979

Lg.
2.75
2.85
2^5
2.75
.2.65
1.50

Price on
pitcher of
your favorite
beverage
with purchase of
any large pizza

coupon value $1.37

#•••••••

Students Welcome After.

Breakfast Any**,..Downtown Closes
w IVIixed Omelet
Homemade Biscuits and
NEXT tO GATEWAY
Gravy
.99 Plenty of
/
or AM You Can Eat 1.50 Parking -TAfo Try To Please-Yfc"'.'
»>

.'•*

Any medium pizza
with one or more toppings
L coupon per orde r

"

T

EXPIRES APRIL 26, 1979

_,

• ••••
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Administrators keep voting
power on faculty senate

i Continued from page nnr>
Myers also said he thought it was an
elected faculty member who first raised
the issue, not an administrator
As for the issue itself. Myers said if
administrators are going to be a part of
the Senate at all. they should be allowed
to vote.
Any legislation that reaches the
t'niversity's ruling Board of Regents is
first sent through a council such as the
Council on Academic Affairs or the
Council on Student Affairs Each of
these councils contains academic administrators.
It must then pass the Faculty Senate
and be approved by President J.C.
I'owell The Board of Regents is the only
body that can actually pass legislation.
Myers said it was important to keep
administrators on the Faculty Senate
since this is the last place changes can

be made in proposals before proposals
are sent to the Presdient
"The least informed would be making
the final recommendations." said
Myers "I don't mean that derogatorily.
hut the people responsible for funding
and staffing would get into the act too
early "
President Powell commented on the
issue, saying the question is not whether
or not administrators should vote in
Faculty Senate, but -What kind of
Senate does the University need?"
"If we were to change tne concept to a
pure faculty senate, we would have to
look also at the duties of faculty
representatives." said Powell, and the
University would probably have to
create new organizations
Powell said that some colleges have a
"University senate" which consists of
faculty, administrators, students and

staff Others have separate senates for
each group
•"When our Faculty Seriate was
conceived we very deliberately chose a
sort of middle ground." said Powell.
"We didn't like all the complexities and
red tape of a university sentate: we
wanted more than a pure faculty senate,
hut we did not try to encompass the
student senate."
It is also important to have administrators on the Senate, said Powell,
because "deans of various colleges are
people who have a broader view of the
college."
Deans have the "ultimate responsibility for programs." said Powell, and
they "should have some voice in their
approval."

SA presidential petitions
available for April elections
iCnnlinued from page onei
cerning his announcement that he was
a.m. in the SA office
personally replacing Middlebrook on
Anyone interested in running must the board
procure the signatures of 200 full-time
students and return the petitions by
A decision was made that MidThursday. March 29 at 4 p.m.
dlebrook remain on the board for the
Flections will be held Tuesday. April remainder of the year
17 in the Powell Building
-Sen. Maria Domenech was elected
-A plan for the University to keep
treasurer of the Student Government records of students' college honors and
Association of Kentucky si;AK
affiliations for use in determining Who's
-President Foster met Wednesday Who. Milestone Awards, etc. was
with Kric Middlebrook. SA represen- proposed
by
Domenech
and
tative to the Publications Board con- unanimously passed by the Senate

Dr. Thomas D. Mvers. vice president
of Student Affairs, said this would be a
voluntary program for students who
wanted to update and keep their own
records.
Myers called it an "excellent idea"
because, he said, his office cannot now
keep an accurate record on every
student's activities.
"It would be a great help to students
as they apply for positions and awards."
said Myers "It could only be positive."

at the engineer's office said that when
the By-pass was being designed and
when it went in. it was Richmnd Bvpass. But that when Dr. Robert Martin

The NCAA tourney found Eastern pitted against Tennesse
only to suffer defeat at the hand of the Volunteers. Kenny
Elliott mourns after losing the last game of his college

Neither Colyer nor Graham knew who
was president, he requested the change
put Eastern By-pass sign up.
The source also said that the engineers
Whether or not the sign says Eastern
department didn't put the Eastern or Richmond By-pass, said Colyer. it's
Bypass sign up and he didn't know who still just the By-pass
did

basketball career but Elliott hasn't much to cry about as he
finished the season 5th on Eastern's All-Time Scoring List

Covey probated and released
Bv USA KENSIIAW
City Editor

Eastern or Richmond question
(iiiiiinii.il from page one)

Crying towei

sentenced Covey to one year in jail on
Feb 9 He also probated the sentence at
that time under the condition that Covey
spend 60 days in jail.
At the request of Covey's lawyer.
Charles Coy. Chenault released her
from jail after she spent 47 days in jail.
13 days before the term of her sentence
Chenault permitted Covey to return to
her home in Estill County where she will

Fannie Faye Benton Covey, who
pleaded guilty Jan. 29 to 14
misdemeanor counts of theft of services, was released from the Madison
Cnuntv jail on probation Friday. March
16.
Circuit Judge James Chenault had

serve her probation period, under
probation office Eugene Johnson
Covey, former secretary in the Office
of Continuing Education, was arrested
on Sept 29 and originally charged with
14 felony counts of second degree
forgery, hut pleaded guilty to the
amended charges Covey was invloved
in the University's class credit fraud

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNVERSITY
CENTER BOARD
Presentations
Open To The Public

April 4, 1979 April 5,1979
7:30
7:30
Orquesta Sinfonica Brock Auditorium fa^ot**1'

delEstadode
MEXICO

THE ENTERTAINING PSYCHIC
Gl L EAGLES . . . was born and raised in Tanganyika,
East Africa . . . educated in London. He has traveled
the four corners of the earth lecturing and entertaining
countless thousands with his baffling demonstrations
of ESP and Hypnotism. For over ten years he has
been a serious and avid exponent of hypno therapy as
it applies to the medical and psychiatric professions

DIGNIFIED HYPNOTISM

Unforgettable
Entertainment
GIL EAGLES
tailors his exciting and thrilling
"One Man Show" to any kind or si*e of audience . .
uses total audience partwipation without confusibn
or collusion
where good taste and respect for the
privacy and dignity of his audience always prevails.
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Today

March 22

11:45 a.m. Lunchencounler. Baptist
Student I'nion
12 noon United Methodist Campus
("enter "Communion "
I p.m. United Methodist Campus Center
Bible Study
l:M p.m. ALE meeting, .taggers Room.
Powell Building
7 p.m. Movie "Lord of the Hings."
Campus Cinemas
7 p.m. Movie "The Wiz." Town* Cinema
7
p.m.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship meeting. Kennamer Room.
Powell Building
7-.:MI p.m. Movie "Invasion of the Body
Snatchers." Campus Cinemas
» p.m. Movi* "Pink Panther." Pearl
Buchanan Theater
S:M p.m. Movie "Invasion of the Body
Snatchers." Campus Cinemas.
9:30 p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings."
Campus Cinemas
9:38 p.m. Movie "The Wiz." Towne
Cinema.
I* p.m. Movie "Pink Panther." Pearl
Buchanan Theater

Friday

March 23

7 p.m. Movie "1-01x5 of the Rings."
Campus Cinemas.
7 p.m. Movie "Halloween." Towne
Cinema.
7:20 p.m. Movie "Norma Rae." Campus
Cinemas
H p.m. Movie "Pink Panther." Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
M p.m. Lexington Ballet. Lexington
Opera House.
sir, p.m. Movie "Halloween." Towne
Cinema.
9:39 p.m. Movie "Norma Rae." Campus
Cinemas.
9:30 p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings."
Campus Cinemas.
is p.m. Movie "Pink Panther." Pearl
Buchanan Theater.

SatUTday

March 24

8:30 a.m. Registration for Marching
BvNANCYSPENCER
suff Writer
Since spring seems to be here, the
Agriculture Club is sponsoring a lawn
mower clinic through March 30. The
clinic is in session from 8 a.m. until 4
p.m
Tryouts for the Marching Maroon
Flag Squad will be held on Saturday
beginningal 8:30a.m. with registration^
A guest speaker from IBM will speak
to the Society for the Advancement of
Management on March 26at4:30p.m. in
the Kennamer Room.
Also. Steve Falkenberg and Mike
Elliott will be presenting their research
on sleep deprivation in rats to the Psi
Chi organization March 27 at 8 p.m in

Maroons flag squad tryouts. Foster
H a.m. EKT men's tennis vs. Ft Campbell U S Army team. Adams Building
2 p.m. Lexington Ballet. Lexington
opera House
:i p.m. BKU men's tennis vs. Toledo,
Adams Building
7 p.m. Movie "Halloween." Towne
Cinema
7 p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings."
Campus Cinemas.
7:2ti p.m. Movie "Norma Rae." Campus
Cinemas
K p.m. Lexington Ballet
l^xington
opera House
H p.m. Movie "Pink Panther Strikes
Again." Pearl Buchanan Theater
9: l.» p.m. Movie "Halloween." Towne
Cinema.
'i in p.m Movie "Norma Rae." Campus
Cinemas
9::tn p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings."
Campus Cinemas
in p.m. Movie "Pink Panther Strikes
Again." Pearl Buchanan Theater

Sunday

March 25

1:111 p.m. EKU baseball vs. Cincinnati
1DH1. Turkey Hughes Field.
2 p.m. EKU women's tennis vs. Indiana.
Martin Courts.
s p.m. Westminster Fellowship meeting
and meal. First Presbyterian Church.
7 p.m. Movie "Halloween." Towne
Cinema.
7 p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings,"
Campus Cinemas.
7:20 p.m. Movie "Norma Rae." Campus
Cinemas.
x p.m. Movie "King of Hearts." Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
9:15 p.m. Movie "Halloween." Towne
Cinema.
9:M p.m. Movie "Norma Rae." Campus
Cinemas.
9:30 p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings."
Campus Cinemas.
10 p.m. Movie "King of Hearts." Pearl
Buchanan Theater.

Monday

March 2s

4:30 p.m. Society for the Advancement
of Management presents a guest speaker
Cammack 129.
Alumni Coliseum is now the scene of
the girls' high school basketball state
tournament.
For movie-goers the University film
series is presenting "The Pink Panther
Strikes Again."
And for those who enjoy watching
television, there will be some good
movies shown. Sunday night NBC will
present "Sooner or Later" starring
Denise Miller and Rex Smith. Also, on
Sunday night. ABC will present
Charlton Heston in "The Ten Commandments " Then, on Tuesday night.
CBS will present "Moonshine County
Express" starring John Saxon and
Susan Howard.

from IBM. Kennamer Room. Powell
Building
6 p.m. Movie "Saturday Night Fever."
Pearl Buchanan Theater.
7 p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings."
Campus Cinemas.
7 p.m. Movie "Halloween." Towne
Cinema.
7 p.m. Program for minority and
disadvantaged students. Moore. 107.
7:20 p.m. Movie "Norma Rae." Campus
Cinemas
x p.m. I.i Gov. candidate Martha Layne
Collins to speak to Young Democrats.
Kennamer Room. Powell Building.
x p.m. Movie "Saturday Night Fever."
Pearl Ruchanan Theater
9:15 p.m. Movie "Halloween." Towne
Cinema.
'i in p in Movie "Norma Rae." Campus
Cinemas
9::MI p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings."
Campus Cinemas.
to p.m. Movie "Saturday Night Fever."
Pearl Buchanan Theater.

Tuesday

Man* 27

2 noon - 6 p.m. Bloodmobile. Keen
Johnson Ballroom
t p.m. Movie "Saturday Night Fever."
Pearl Buchanan Theater.
7 p.m. Movie "Halloween." Towne
Cinema.
7 p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings,
Campus Cinemas.
7:28 p.m. Movie "Norma Rae," Campus
Cinemas

PLACEMENT
INTERVIEWPROCEDURES
1. All interviews will be held in the
Division of Career Development k
Placement. 319 Jones Building.
2. Students who wish to schedule interviews must sign-up in person at the
Division office, 319 Jones Building.
Monday - Friday from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
3. Interview sign-up starts after
organizations are announced in the FYI or
the PLACEMENT PIPELINE.
4. The minimum requirement for
scheduling an interview is the completion
and filing of a data sheet which is available
in the Division office. 319 Jones Building

Interviews
Mon. & Tues.. March 28 It 27 MONTGOMERY COUNTY SCHOOLS - OHIO
INTERVIEWING: Math. Science.
Foreign Language t French & Spanish in
combination or with English). Industrial

7:M p.m. Communication Arts Series
presents Dr James A Murray, speaker
series. Jaggers Room. Powell Building
x p.m. Psi Chi meeting Cammack 129
x p.m. Movie "Saturday Night Fever."
Pearl Buchanan Theater
9:15 p.m. Movie "Halloween." Towne
Cinema.
9-.:io p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings.'
Campus Cinemas
9:30 p.m. Movie "Norma Rae " Campus
Cinemas.
to p.m. Movie "Saturday Night Fever.'
Pearl Buchanan Theater.

Wednesday March 28
12 noon - S p.m. Bloodmobile. Keen
Johnson Ballroom.
:t:30 p.m. Barristers Club, practice
LSAT given.
* p.m. Movie "Saturday Night Fever."
Pearl Buchanan Theater
7 p.m. Movie "Halloween.'' Towne
Cinema.
7 p.m. Movie "Lord of 'the Rings."
Campus Cinemas.
7:20 p.m. Movie "Norma Rae.'' Campus
Cinemas
8 p.m. Movie "Saturday Night Fever."
Pearl Buchanan Theater.
sis p.m. Movie "Halloween " Towne
Cinema.
8:30 p.m. Movie "Lord of the Rings.
Campus Cinemas.
9:30 p.m. Movie "Norma Rae." Campus
Cinemas.
10 p.m. Movie "Saturday Night Fever."

Parl Buchinin Thatcr

Arts. Special Education all areas i including LD-BD's. EMR. TMR. Speech &
Hearing. & Occupational Therapists >
NOTE: Coaching positions available
with above teaching fields.
March 28 R.L. WHITE COMPANY.
INC.. LOUISVILLE. KY.
Positions: Data Processing Trainees
Qualifications: AS.. B.S.. BBA in EDP
or Computer Science
MM..

Tues.. March 27 SOUTH CENTRAL BELL
Positions: Technical trainees forpositions in data processing, statistical
forcasting, corporate planning.
Non-Technical Trainees for positions in
general supervision, customer relations
and general management
Qualifications: Bachelors or Masters
Degrees in Math. Statistics. DEP. Computer Science. Business Administration,
and Management
Tues.. March 27 NATIONAL CENTER
FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING
ATLANTA
Com. on poo* 4
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Today

March 22

• •O AH - JOURNAL
See Monday. 6 00 AM lor complete
program description

SIS PM - AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday 5 IS PM tor complete
program description

MO AM - OPTIONS IN EDUCATION
This award-winning program from
National Public Radio is a last paced
report on numerous aspects ot educational practices, innovations and
issues

110 PM — CURTAIN TIMC
Each weeknighi Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrscl or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical Highlights
— On Your Toaa Original cast

•: JO AM - FOUNDATION OF
AMERICAN NATIONALISM |New Program)
Eminent historian Henry Steele Com
mager ••amines (tie period between
1760 and 1810 when the institutional
groundwork ot American nationalism
was being laid With lively discussions
Commager and guests present insights and observations about the
founding ot American democracy
10:00 AM - MORNING CONCF. RT
A well-balanced selection ol serious
musical works, taken from the Romantic Baroque. Classical and other
periods
11:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12 00 noon lor complete
program descnptionr
IM 5 PM - THE MID DAT REPOR T
Sea Monday. 12 15 PM for complete
program description
12.30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM s toy Lee hosts .this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Hiqhtiqhts
— BORODIN Polovetsian Dances
from Pnrtct Igor
RAMEAU Lee Indes Galantes

3:10 PM — JUST JAZZ
Sea Monday 3 30 PM for complete
program description

Saturday
•mm- PROJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with us and our weekend
morning presentation of light ja«.
news, weather and special features
•*o AM - OPTIONS
Sea Monday »00 AM for complete
program descnption This is not a
repeat ol earlier programs
«•»«■ - CHICAGO SYMPHONY
Live-on-tape recordings of the renowned Chicago Symphony Orchestra s tt78-7» season
12*0 PM - THE GREAT OPERAS
Loy Lee heats this presentation ol one
of ma world's great operas including background on the storyline and
production of the work Highlights

Sunday
•mm- MOJCtCT WEEKEND
***• up «wth us and our weekend
morning presentation of light tut
r**mt weather and special features
•*> AM - OPTIONS
See Monday 9 00 AM lor ..ompietf
P'ogram description This is not a
repeat erf earlier programs
1M0AMNCW YORK PHILHARMONIC
Another rousing season ol New vum
Philhormontc perlormani.es •••enrdea
!■** ontapeduring tru> i9."e '9seav,n
12 00 PM _ JA2Z AtlVt?
!•.«. eicetteni senes Irtir National
('■a MC Radio <>lters rf*t'pfd*4••«*
•444 per'or mane** kom ajN !•••. itw
I iJU'ltlV

i 3t PM - JAZZ FIRSTS
• .* Let present*, aril en nttHiti ,•,
v-H-ctii-KIV ''i,» it* ,a/.' •'■(■,' ir-j,
**'H.n are • -,i jM trw* ("•■,*■ .

2 30 PM - JAZZ REVISITED
Th.». National Pub**. Radii > N.m-s
n<iM--'i n. MwMpr bhiH-mach*-. i ■«M-"i% and t-.aiuatr-s t»»«. .an, ft-A%\ i;»
ri- ■ ».>.ii H.v fn,n. 191; toj-

• SO PM - BARKY CRAIG
PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR
One of the forerunners 01 Harry-O
Rockford and all the other television
private eyes, this series from radios
Golden Age presents the many adventures ol Barry Craig

7:00 PM - LUM N ASNER
See Monday 7 00 PM for complete
program description
7:1* PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ol this afternoon s program
Sae Monday 12 00 noon lor complete
program description

7:10 PM - A LOOK AT . . .
This weekly topical interview program
hosted by Ron Smith does exactly what
its name says It lakes A Look At any
number ol newsworthy topics current
events and interesting people
1:00 PM - INQUIRY
The modern world is a complex place
morally and ethically The EKU Campus
Ministers Association takes a look at
current world and local issues from a
moral point ol view
• M PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday 8 30 PM lor complete
program description

March 24
— BIZET Carmen with Regms Reen*.
Mano Dei Monaco and Joan Sutherland with Thomas Schlppers conducting L orchestra de la Suiaee Ftomende

THE NOAM OF THE GREASEPAINT
A varied selection ol everyone's lavorite
music from stage and sever screen

Friday
• 00 AM - JOURNAL
Sae Monday COO AM lor compieii
program descnption
*:00 AM - NATIONAL PRESS
CLUB LUNCHEONS
The National Press Club in Washing
ton is noted for its interesting anc
entertaining luncheon speakers
10-00 AM - TOSCANINI
THE MAN 0F.MINO THE LEGEND
1100 AM - MUSIC OF THE
ITALIAN MASTERS (New Program)
Produced by NPR-Member Station
KQEO-FM m San Francisco, this series
presents a collection of delightful
music and informative commentary
focusing on the greatest ol the Italian
12 00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday 12 00 noon lor complete
program description

Monday
Ml AM -JOURNAL
Bringing People the news requires
more than a five-minute newscast at
the top of the hour
It requires e
thorough examination ol international,
national, regional and local events
weather and sports
1.00 AM —OPTIONS
Thai Sanaa from National Public Radio
presents a variety ol different topics.
m a -anew ot different ways

March 23
12:1$ - THE MID-DAY REPORT
See Monday i? 15 PM lo< complete
P'ogram description
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM s LOV Lee hosts this daily
concert Munich include* nistoncai and
biographical Background about the
music and compotes ,
3:90 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday 3 30 PM (or completi
program descnption
SIS PM — THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday 5 15 PM to* comptelt
program description

b 30 PM - CUP.T Ami TIMC
Each weefc.mghi Curttm Timm presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording ot a motion picture or stage
musical

2 30 PM - POTPOURRI OP CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers

There is sn endless variety ol interesting
people in and around the Central 5 IS PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
A 'Vmnute summary ot the day ftinteV
Kentucky area Convaraationt brings
-Mhunai national and tegionai iota*
these people to you with informal disnosva gathered by Nat.onji Puhi«,
cussions with snd about those people
R-*d*o UnMvd r-r»-*», inter national and
and what they are doing
me WEKU-FM new* and pubuc aHaiis
leant
12 1 i PM — THE MID-OAT REPORT
A IS Minute summary of international S 30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
national, and regional/local news.
E.KH weekn.gM 1 i«rja)in t>mm preset is

SM AM - OPTIONS M tOUCATION
12JS PM"^ POTPOURRI OP CLASSICS
This award-winning program Irom
WEKU-fMs Ley Lao hosts the) daily
National Public Radio is a last-paced
concert which includes historical and
report on numerous aofiacii ol edubiographical background about the
cational practices and innovations
music and composers
1. ]0 AM f Oil NOA T ION Of
' AMERICAN NATIONALISM (New Program)
Eminent histonan Henry Steele Com- JJC PM — JUST JJtZZ
mager enemines the period between
Sae Monday. 330 PM lor compleu
program descnption
1760 and 1810 whan the institutional
groundwork of American nationalism
was being laid
5 15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 1S PM for complete
10.00 AM - ORANO PIANO (Return)
program description
A now season of programs Irom NPR.
presenting bi<th accomplished and
promising pianists in concert and S JO PM - CUNT AIM TIME
100 PM - JAZZ IT UP:
competition
Each weeknighi Curtain Tima presents
A ajslMl | rrseritation of big bands
the entire soundtrack or original cast
■-wing muM along with D>»n*lana
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
recording of a motion picture or stage
JIM •iinti-ni.uidi, big bands
Sea Monday. 1200 Noon for complete
musical
program descnption

March 25

7:10 PM - SATURDAY S CHfLO
(New Program) In the days before
radio and television brought instant
entertainment into, the home people
amused themselves by listening to
and telling stories These tales, some
new by popular authors some so
ancient that their origins have been
forgotten - traveled across countries
• 30 PM
FOLK FESTIVAL. USA
National Public Radios highly acclaimed weekly series of Live on Tape
folk blues and bfuegrass festival
performances from virtually all of the
SO stales -Highlights
10 30 PM - WOMINSOUNOS
(New Program) What is women s
music** The bottom line ol course is
tnst it is.rnusic performed by women
'.•.'.•.•.•.>»'»V>'fV.Vr."»V.'»

Wednesday

7 JO PM - VOICES IN THE WINO
Writers, painters, actors, poets
musicans sculptors — artists of all
kinds are interviewed on this weekly
arts magazine from National Public
Radio hosted by Oscar Brand
1:30 PM — JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM for complete
program description

the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording ol a motion picture or stage
musical
* JO PM - NSC UNIVERSITY THEATER
•I. w Progiami /.
, ,. .J.J, , , ,
i.... ii-mpcia.. I • ,|i,sii ir : American
*-i In*-

' » PM - LUM N ASNER
flecoiiinigs of one of the most remembered ni all Old Tune redic comedies
starring Chet Lauck as Lum and Norns
(Jot! as Abner
MS PM - CONVERSATIONS
4
'••peal of l*le) afternoons program
v • Monday i? 00 noon lor complete
• .gram rj.-s, ' i liur
7 10 PM - EKU BASKETBALL
s, . page ... " ■ s. r-i-dui, i.-tjiis
• M PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
Thnse and a half hours ol the very beat in
IS" — traditional. contemporary
progressive and avant garde styles
plus frequent profiles of now and outstanding albums and musicians

March 27

• «l AM
JOURNAL
See Monday 6 00 AM for complete 12:15 PM - THE MKJ-OAV REPORT
Sao Monday. 12 15 PM lor complete
program descnption
program description

*** ■*• - l^Aav»lAY TS (Return)
An all-new season ol comemporary
radio drama produced especially lor
public radio Highlights
- Manhattan Tranafnnca by WiMiam
Tucaarr
• 10 PM
SOUL SPOTLIGHT
A funky mature of disco. ReB and taxi
music from the latest tut singles and
albums

•JO PM - MUSIC OF THE
•SLACK CHURCH {New Prograaj)
This new series from NPR highlights
the rich heritage of music m traditional
Hack church experience, emphasizing
the elements of origin, history, Stylo.
P«»»OMfttis» and critical analysis

7:15 PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ot this afternoon s program
See Monday 12 00 noon tor complete
program description

March 28
weather and sports, gathered by the
stall of united Press international.
National Public Radio and WEKU-FM's
own news and public affairs team

1*00 AM3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
INTlNMATrONAL CONCENT MALL
Bas-e Benson Byid Ellington Mann
This series from National Public Radio
Brubeck Mom,, r>r, T(ader Wies
presents recorded-lrve concerts Irom all
burg
in* hst goes on and or - and
so does the 1*2: on this dai>* >u: program
nosted
by 1,., Lee
12:00 PM — CONVERSATIONS

Tuesday

ft 30 PM - YOU 8»IT YOUR LITE
The most irreverant ol the zany Mara
Brothers Groucho. greets and heckles
contestants on this hilarious quiz
show from re/evrs<on s golden age
7:00 PM — LUM N ABNER
See Monday. 7 00 PM tor complete
proo'*m description

• 30 PM - SHORT STOUT
A series of hall-hour dramatizations
baaed on short stones by such authors
as Faulkner Hugo. Thuroer. Poe.
7:00 PM - LUM N ABNER
Sae Monday. ? 00 PM lor complete
program description

/:« PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ol this afternoon's program
Sae Monday. 1200 noon lor complete
program description
7 M PM
EVENING JOURNAL
This 'sptn-otr of our weekday morning
program. Journal, praaanla a coaeclion
ol Behmd-ths Hews I stuns, interviews news and analysis
'■aa ~ JAZZ I MM MM ISU
So* Monday. 130 PM lor c
program descnption

March 28

12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
Ml AM - JOURNAL
WEKU-FM* Loy Lee hosts this daily
See Monday 6 00 AM lor complete
concert which includes historical and
program description
biographical background about the
music snd composers Beginning with
IMS AM - OPTIONS
this new season. Loy invites listener:,
See Monday. 9 00 AM tor complete
to write and request Iheir lavorite works
program description (This is not a
Write to WEKU-FM Eastern Kentucky
repeat of earlier programs )
University Richmond Kentucky 40475

S:M PM - THE BEST OP
' OLO-TIME" RADIO
A presentation ol one ol the best ol
the Old-Time radio programs Highlights
7:00 PM - LUM N ASNER
See Monday. 7 00 PM lor complete
program description

1040 AM - BOSTON SYMPHONY
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
7:1i PM - CONVERSATIONS
The world-renowned Boston SymSae Monday. 3 30 PM lor complete
A repeal ot this afternoon s program
phony joins WEKU-FM'S line-up of
program description
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complete
accomplished symphony orchestras
program description
presenting live-on-tape concerts ot
the 197S-7S season
5 15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
7:10 PM — NBC UNIVERSITY THEATER
See Monday. 5 15 PM tor complete
(New Program) A senes ol productions
program description
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
ol contemporary English and American
Sea Monday. 12 00 noon lor complete
lichen
program description
5 30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknighi Curtain Time presents
• 30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
the entire soundtrack or original cast
IMS PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT
See Monday 8 30 PM lor complete
recording ol a motion picture or stage
program description
See Monday 12 15 PM lor complete
musical Highlights
program description

••»••••V.V.V.V.\\V.V.V.,.«A*.'.».,.<'.».«.» ♦.♦•••• •
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Today

March 22
EVENING

0:04
IH

AM

7:11

I.-SS

1:30

1:30
1000

11:00
11:30
14*
fcM

NEWS
STUDIO SEE
ABC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
GKJ>.
OUTDOORSMAN
SANFORDANDSON
MY THREE SONS
MACNBL-UEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
I NASHVILLE ON THE ROAD
FAMILY FEUD
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEOQAME
) HARRIS AND COMPANY
THEWALTONS
EINSTEIN'S UNIVERSE
MORK AND MINDY
ANGIE

OUNCT

HAWAII FIYE-O
BARNEY MILLER
DELTA BOUSE
I MRS. COLUMBO
I BARNABYiONES
HERE TO MAKE MUSIC
©ft NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
0 STARS*Y AND HUTCH-MANNTX

I

I TAKE FIVE

Friday
0*0
0:30

Ml
Ml
IH

130

**0

kM
IMS
11*0
1141

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
WHATS HAPPENINGS
HELLO, LARKY
WALL tTREET WEEK
WBC WORLD HEAVYWEIGHT

fmOTHERSAND SISTERS
■ FARM DIGEST

1 TURNABOUT

ft CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT
ft SWEEPSTAKES
B BOLT GRAHAM CRUSADE
ft ACADEMY LEADERS

■©•NEWS

ft THE TONIGHT SHOW
BMOVIE -(SCIENCEFICTION)" "11
•nMHulHI
ftBARETTA
11:37
ft JUKEBOX
148 ft THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
1*7 1 iMOVDS-(DRAMA)—"L.D^c.VtU"
3:30 I » TAKE FIVE

Saturday
0:30
7*0
7:30
1*0
1:30
OH
030
10:17
10:30

114*

(9 METRIC MARVELS

AFTERNOON
WRESTLING
SPACE ACADEMY
OP EARTH AND MAN
ABC WEEKEND SPECIAL
PATALBERT
AMERICAN BANDSTAND
PROGRAM UNANNOUNCED
ARKH
GEJJ
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
It MINUTES
AGRICULTURE: FOOD FOR
iHT
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
KIDSWORLD
GUTEN TAG EN DEUTSCHLAND
FAYETTE COUNTY SCHOOLS
IM m
NCAA
BASKETBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP
©~TOBACCO TALK
W APPROACHES TO HKiH SCHOOL
DISCIPLINE
IPOCUS
1:04 to MAVERICK
I DESIGNING HOME INTERIORS
I BEE HAW HONEYS
I SPORTS AFIELD
I WRITING FOR A REASON
I FORMSY-S ANTWJE WORKSHOP
«:M Si
NCAA
BASKETBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP
© SPORTS SPECTACULAR
# BILL DANCE OUTDOORS
S.-M S ALL-STAR SOCCER
• WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS

March 23

EVENING
■ NEWS
B STUDIO SEE
ft ABC NEWS
iNBC NEWS
B CBS NEWS
B) GUTEN TAG IN DEUTSCHLAND
a GONG SHOW
$ SANFORD AND SON
It MY THREE SONS
i MACNFJL-LEHRER REPORT
9 JOKER'S WILD
m DONNA FARGO SHOW
BIN SEARCH OF
§ COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
ft NEWLYWEDGAME
iODTFTlENT STROKES
B THE WIZARD OF OS SUreJwljr Gar
i
9
i
»
B

11:17

March 24

I AGRICULTURE USA
I FARM REPORT
I STAGE WEST THEATER
I HOT FUDGE
IDUSTVSTREEHOUSE
I ARCHIES
I YOGI'S SPACE RACK
I POPEYEHOUR
I SCOOBY'S ALL-STARS
I FANTASTIC FOUR
I GODZILLA SUPER H
BUGS BUNNY AND ROAD
RUNNER
CHALLENGE OF THE SUPER
8 CHA
I METRIC MARVELS
I DAFFY DUCK
) TARZAN AND THE SUPER SEVEN
I METRIC MARVELS
I FRED AND BARNEY SHOW
IFANOPACE
IJETSONS
I NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION
PINK PANTHER SHOW

EVENONG

NEWS
NOVA
0:30
NBC NEWS
ICBS NEWS
THATS HOLLYWOOD
7:00
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
iHEEHAW
I ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
I THE OSMOND FAMILY SHOW
I DKXCAVETTSHOW
7:30
«:00
THE CURSE OF DRACULA
BAD NEWS BEARS
FIRING UNE
PAUL LYNDE AT THE MOVIES
i BJ AND THE BEAR
MS
DSATURDAYNKJHTMOVIE NoOther
Lore' 1171 Stan: Richard Thomai, Julie
a
IN CONCERT WITH SARAH
VAUGHAN
I THE LOVE BOAT
THE ROCKFORD FILES
IMS
MURDER MOST ENGLISH
8 FANTASY ISLAND
iim
NEWS
MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING
CIRCUS
ILM ©EASTER SEAL TELETHON
a ABC NEWS
11:30 M SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
0T.FJ.CLUB
ltd* a MOVIE -(COMEDY) • W Taere'i A
bMySaa>-1070
rrARTREX
TELETHON CONTINUES
TELETHON CONTINUES
TELETHON CONTINUES

Sunday

March 25

too
4:30

MS
S30

MEET THE PRESS
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
DOING YOUR OWN TAX RETURN
APPROACHES TO HIGH SCHOOL
-DISCIPLINE
NEWUFE
PRE-SEASON BASEBALL
DESIGNING HOME INTERIORS
ISSUES AND ANSWERS
TELETHON CONTINUES
&INTERNATTONALCHAMPIONSHIP
BOXING
m OF EARTH AND MAN
4$ KENTUCKY ONSTAGE
0 JOHN DENVER CELEBRITY PROAM SUING FESTIVAL
iSPORTSWORLD
TELETHON CONTINUES
MURDER MOST ENGLISH
WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS
PROGRAM UNANNOUNCED
FOOTSTEPS
EXPLORING THE RESTLESS SEA
EVENING

0:M

IPOCUS
I BASS FISHING AMERICA
I CROCKETTS VICTORY GARDEN
I MOVIE-(ADVENTURE) •• Tanaa

0:30

I NBCNEWS
I WILD KINGDOM
I COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
I THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF

7:00

00 MINUTES
BILL MOVERS' JOURNAL
THE BIG EVENT
ALL EN THE FAMILY
F.VX
SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE The Ten
Commandments' 1957 Stan: Charlton
Heaton. Anne Baiter
ISO © ONE DAY AT A TIME
• 00 ©ALICE
9 MASTERPIECE THEATRE
0:30 © STOCKARD CHANMNG IN JUST
FRIENDS
WEEKEND
MARY TYLER MOORE HOUR
«:00

11:00
11:11
11:30
12:30
lt:«5

1:M

L-M
L-M

LB B NEWS
raCBSNEWS
m NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE
©CBS LATE MOVIE
a NEWS
0ABCNEWS
QTMCLUB
8 WITH THIS RING
Bj WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS

Monday

March 28

EVENING
NEWS
STUDIO SEE
ABC NEWS
0:30
NBCNEWS
CBS NEWS
WRITING FOR A REASON
CANDID CAMERA
■IM
YOUNG PEOPLE'S SPECIAL
MY THREE SONS
MACNEJL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
7:30
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
POP GOES THE COUNTRY
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
MS
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
THE WHITE SHADOW
BILL MOVERS' JOURNAL
THE CAPTAIN AND TENNILLE
rGBOOK
NCAA BASKETBALL CHAMPION
FINAL
M-ASJL
ADVOCATES
ALL-AMERICAN WOMAN
WKRP IN CINCINNATI
LOUGRANT
FOOTSTEPS
ANYONE. FOR TENNYSON?
©a NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBt LATE MOVIE
POLICE STORY
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE
0:00

Com. on page 4

Top Ten Singles
IITII. AITItT. Ukai. Number, (Dinrlbutina latal)
MAI.
MAI.
17
it

0

was.

ON

CHA»I

4 TRAGEDY
BEE GEES
RS0 918

^
14

2
3
4
5

DA YA THINK I'M SEXY? ROD STEWART/Warner Brot. 8724

*

SHAKE YOUR GROOVE THING PEACHES & HERB/Polydor/
MVP 14514

14

9

WHAT A FOOL BELIEVES DOOBIE BROTHERS/Warner Brot.
8725
IE FREAK CHIC/Atlontic 3519

33

10

A UTTU MORE lOVf OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN/MCA 40975

17

10

I Will SURVIVE GLORIA GAYNOR/Polydor 14508

13

YMCA VILLAGE PEOPLE/Cotoblonca 945

22

HOE POINTER SISTERS/Planet 45901 (Elektta/Aiylum!

IB

HEAVEN KNOWS DONNA SUMMER WITH BROOKLYN
DREAMS/Catablanca 959

10

•

UOftjntJQ

fcM
IM
7.-8B
7-JJB
IM

1:30
0:M

11*0

DR. NORMAN VINCENT PEALE
CATBOUCMASS
( OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR
'
REV. GENTRY FARMER
I
VOICE OP THE MOUNTAINS
I I TELETHON CONTINUES
I
SESAME STREET
JIMMY SWAGG ART
( ITHESTORY
SHOW MY PEOPLE
GOSPEL SINGING JUBILEE
REVIVAL TABERNACLE CHURCH
SERVICES
WORLDTOMORROW
ANIMALS. ANIMALS. ANIMALS
NEW SHAPES IN EDUCATION
TELETHON CONTINUES
SESAME STREET
REVIVAL m AMERICA
IMMANUAL BAPTIST CHURCH
VICE
REVIVAL HOUR
REBOP
ONEWAY
LEISURE
STUDIO SEE

Top Ten Albums

i

AFTERNOON
» YOUR GOVERNMENT
©TELETHON CONTINUES

azooM

•2 ROBERT SCHULLER

-

mu. aim.
«u«
aua.
IT

10

1

1

I«UI.

Nwto, roittnwH™, LaM)

SPIRITS HAVING FLOWN
BEE GEES
RSO RS 1 304 J
'4th Week)

2

2

3

3

4

4

BLONDES HAVE MOM FUN ROD STEWART/Worner Brot.
BSK 3261
BRIEFCASE Hill OF BLUES BLUES BROTHERS/Atlantic SO
19217
MINUTE BY MINUTE DOOBIE BROTHERS/Wornat Brot. BSK
3193

6

DIRE STRAITS, Went, Brot BSK 3266

5

52ND STREET BILLY JOEL Columbia FC 35609

21

H

7
S

TOTALLY HOT OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN/MCA 3067
CRUISIN' VILLAGE PEOPLE, Cotablonca NBIP 7118

16
22

G
G

13

H

13

O

13

C

10

G

10

LOVE TRACKS GLORIA GAYNOR/Polydor PD I 6184

9 • O

14

2 HOT! PEACHES & HERB/Polydor/MVP PD 1 6172

7

-■-"-'--■---. V -_---_-_-_ If. -_f. li.lv t. I.-. 1 X.H MS • »»S t » » J
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Bacement
3/22/79

Cont. from page 1
Positions: Three month post graduate
training program to be a paralegal
practitioner
Qualifications
Any
major with
Bachelor's Degree
WML. March L'H KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OP NATURAL RESOURCES &
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Positions: Reclamation Specialists
Qualifications- Bachelor's Degree in a
Natural - Physical Science: Chemistry.
Physics.
Geology.
Environmental
Resources, Agriculture. Earn Science,
Geography. Biology, etc.
Wed.. March 2H U.S. DEPT. OF
FARMERS HOME
AGRICULTURE
ADMINISTRATION
Positions: Agriculture Management
Specialist GS-S or 7
Qualifications:
B S. or M.S. in
Agriculture with some exposure to
Business Administration courses
Hed.. March 2* SECOND NATIONAL
BANK - ASHI.AND. KY.
Positions: Management Trainees
Qualifications: Bachelors degree in any
Business Administration field interested in
hanking career
Thurs.. March M HAMILTON CITY
SCHOOLS - OHIO
Interviewing all 1979-80 teaching candidates for the following areas: Science.
Math. Speech & Hearing. Industrial Arts.
Home Economics. Sr High Music (Vocal)
Director. Reading. Counselors. Special
Education: I.I) BD. Teachers of Dead.
Orthopedic & Visually Handicapped.
Thurs.. March 28 FRANKLIN CITY
SCHOOLS - OHIO
Interviewing all 1979-80 Teaching
Candidates
for
following
areas:
Elementary K-6. Science. Industrial Arts.
Special Education (F.MR & LD>. School
Psychologist.

Thurs. & PH.. March 29-38 U.S. NAVY
Interviewing
for
Naval
Officer
specialities in following areas: Aviation.
Nuclear Power. Supply. Surface Line &
Nursing Qualifications: Bachelors or
Masters Degree NOTE: General information booth will be available outside
Grill area Powell Building on above dates
from 10 am - .1 p.m
Kri.. March 30 LANDMARK. INC.
Positions in Retail outlets as Agronomic.
Peed & Supply Sales. Fertilizer Blend
Plant
Operators.
Grain
Elevator
Operators and Management or Sales
Trainees
Qualifications AS. B.S or BBA in
Agriculture or Business Administration
with rural background
April 2 AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY
COMPANY - LOUISVILLE
Positions: Casualty Claim Representative Trainees. Commercial Lines
Analysts Trainees:
Qualifications: Bachelors Degree Any
Major
Positions:
Safety
Engineering
Representative Trainee
Qualifications: Bachelors Degree in
Industrial Technology. Fire Prevention &
Control. Physics. Chemistry. Biology,
Math or Related Technical or Scientific
Field
MM..

Mon.. April 2 PENDLETON COUNTY
SCHOOLS - KY
Interviewing 1979-80 Teaching Candidates
For: industrial Arts. Math. Sciences.
Social Studies & Business Education
Post ions NOTE: Evening interview
schedule
Mon. * Tim.. April 2*3 BIG SANDY
HEALTH CARE. INC
Positions: Health Educator. Dietitians.
Dietetic Technicians. Nurses and Transportation Coordinator
Qualifications:
B.S
in
Health
Education. AS or B.S. in Nursing and A.S.
or B.S in Dietetics

tfSfll&il
Cont. from

1148
1148

Tuesday

March n

EVE MUG

mmosn

•:M

7:H

748

IM

148
l:M

ABC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
CiD.
MUPPETSSHOW
ISANFORDANDSON
MYTHKEESONS
MACNEXL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
I DOLLY
II8SJSS NAME THAT TUNE
DICE CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
CLIFFHANGERS
PAPER CHASE
MASTERPIECE THEATRE
HAPPY DAYS
I THE MACKENZJES OF PARADISE
COVE
■ M0 EVENT MOVIE The Dark Secret
Of Harvest Home'197IStirs BetteDavis.
David Ackroyd
SB
TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIE
Moonshine County Express' 1»77 Start:
John Saxon. Susan Howard
WMETHADONE AN AMERICAN WAY
DEALING
THREE'S COMPANY
THE ROPERS
THE MAKING OF THE SCARLET
LETTER
11 QUEENS BLVD
e UQU

148
24a

if art*

NEWS

(9 THE TONIGHT SHOW
© CBS LATE MOVIE
O TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK
Hiving Baolaa IT 1877 Star*: Sana &dlivaa, CUM Gorman.
#TOMORROW
(H TAKE FIVE

Wednesday

Man* a

STUDIO 889
ABC NEWS
NBCNEWS
WRITING FOR A REASON
SHANANA
SANFORDANDSON
MY THREESONS
M ACNETL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
THAT GOOD OLE NASHVILLE
MUSK
SB
WOODY WOODPECKER AND
D8
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
BROTHERS AND SISTERS
148
THE JEFFERSONS
THE SHAKESPEARE PLAYS
EIGHT IS ENOUGH
WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT THE
l:M
MOVIES The Dark Secret Of Harveit
Home' 1871 Stars: Bette Davu. David AckSfl MISS WINSLOW AND SON

Tues.. April 3 DEPARTMENT OF
PERSONNEL - KENTUCKY
Positions:
Financial
Institution
Fxaminers. Executive Secretaries.
Correctional Officers. Spec
Edc
Teachers. Environmental Specialist.
Clerk Steno's. Admin Specialist and
Accountants
Qualifications: BBA or MBA in Ac
counting. AS or B S in Bus Edc or
Office Adm . AS or B.S. in l.aw En
forcement. B.S. in Biology. MPA in Public
Administration and B.S in Spec. Edc
Tues.. April 3 CLERMONT COUNTY
SCHOOLS OHIO
Interviewing 1979-80 Teaching Candidates in All areas for Elementary &
Secondary Positions
Wed.. April 4 PRUDENTIAL IN
SURANCE CO
Positions Sales
Sales Management
Trainees
Qualifications: Any Bachelors or
Masters Candidates interested in Sales Mgmt Career
Wed.. April 4 KUHN'S BIG K STORES
CORP
Positions
Retail Store Management
Trainees
Qualifications- Bachelors Degree in
Business Administration or Other Fields
with Desire for Retailing Career
Wed.. April 4 LOUISVILLE COURIER
JOURNAL-TIMES
1979 SUMMER JOBS: Sales of Courier
Journal & Louisville Times Subscriptions
in Local Communities throughout Kentucky Work in groups of S-6. Salary and
expenses and transportation.
Qualifications: Any student interested in
Summer Sales Jobs who has completed
one or more year's of college.
Thar... April 5 GREENVILLE COUNTY
SCHOOLS -.GREENVILLE. S.C
Interviewing 1978-79 Teaching Candidates in the following areas: Elem
Grades 4. 5 A •; Elem Art. Librarian.
Music Choral. Spec. Edc. Speech

848
1848
1148
1148
148
148

I CHARLIE'S ANGELS
P SB • NEWS
) THE TONIGHT SHOW
I CBS LATE MOVIE
I POLICEWOMAN-MANNIX
iTOMORROW
ITAKEFTVE

Monday thru Friday
Daytime Listings
S:M

1:11

MOfWNHG
ARTHUR SMITH SHOW
788 CLUB
FTL CLUB-TALK AND VARIETY
TODAY
MORNING
GOOD MORNING AMERICA
CAPTAIN KANGAROO
AM WEATHER
IN-SCHOOL PROG RAMMING
I PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
IFUNTSTONES
'GENERAL HOSPITAL
I ALL IN THE FAMILY
I CARD SHARKS
I KENTUCKY MORNING
MARCUS WELBY.M.D
ALL STAR Secret!
PRICE IS RIGHT
IN-SCHOOL
PROGRAMMING
1
NEWS BULLETIN
) HIGH ROLLERS
> HAPPY DAYS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Therapist. Jr
Hi
Level: English,
librarian. Math. Science. Spec Edc Ind
Arts
Secondary Librarian. Math. Science.
Ind Arts Voc
Thurv. April 5 SPRINGFIELD CITY
SCHOOLS -OHIO
Interviewing Teacher candidates for
Vnc Home Econ . Ind. Arts. Math. Music.
Art. Spec
Edc. (All Areas) and
Psychologists NOTE: Evening interview
schedule
Thurs.. April :, METROPOLITAN LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Positions: Sales Sales-Management
Trainees
Qualifications Bachelors or Masters
Degree in Bus Adm of Other Fields with
Career Interest in Life Insurance
Thars.. April S KENTUCKY DEPART
MENT FOR NATURAL RESOURCES A
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Positions: Programmer - Analyst
Trainees for Bureau of Surface Mining
Reclamation
Qualifications Associate or Bachelor's
Degree in EDP or Comp Science
Thurs..
April 5 PIKEV1LLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS - KENTUCKY
Interviewing Teacher Candidates for the
1979-80 Year in
Industrial Arts. Chemistry - Physics.
Music (Instrumental). French - Spanish
and Earth Science NOTE: Late afternoon
interview schedule
Frl. April S MASON LOCAL SCHOOLS
OHIO
Interviews for 1979-80 Teaching Candidates for Elem Edc. I All Levels)
Sr Hi Industrial Arts. Math. English
Drama.
Kri.. April • MARTIN COUNTY SCHOOLS
• KENTUCKY
Interviewing 1979-80 Teacher Candidates for Positions in:
Elem Edc. (All Areas). Elem. Art.
Speech Therapist. Spec. Edc. (EMH) and
English Jr. Hi. Level. NOTE: Late afternoon interview schedule

1148
1148

W DOCTORS
©LOVEOFUFE
©FAMILY FEUD
SBCBSNFWS

AFTERNOON
NOON TODAY
YOUNG AND THE!
MS.8M PYRAMID
1148
BOB BRA UN SHOW
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
RYAN'S HOPE
148
MATCH GAME
ALL MY CHILDREN
148
DAYS Or OUR LIVES
AS THE WORLD TURNS
848
ONE LIFE TO UVE
148 . ANOTHER WORLD
GUIDING LIGHT
IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
847
NEWS BULLETIN
148
GfLLIGAN-S BLAND
848 B DATING GAME
OVER EASY
HAPPY'S HOUR
147
NEWS BULLETIN
448 m BATMAN
1148

4:M
848

I SESAME STREET
TOM AND JERRY
I ADDAMSFAMTLY
I PETTICOAT JUNCTION
BRADY BUNCH
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
MISTER ROGERS

1:M
1

I NEWS
ftwr"
ELECTRIC COMPANY

restaurant

ft)

DAILY LUNCHEON AND DINNER SPECIALS
rtstarat

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.Thur
Serving 3-7 p.m.

FAMILY NIGHTS
Choose An Entre'

fifflifl
Friday
5J

rtitMrait

Serving All Day

Chuckwagon Steak - Liver And
Onions - Salisbury Steak Breast Of Turkey - Breaded
Veal Cutlet
Dinner Includes Potatoes, Gravy,
Vegetable, Roll And Butter, $195
Soft Drink (10 oDJello
v

Deep Fried
Ocean(Batter
FishDipped)Dinner
Choice 01 Potatoes, Salad Bar
Roll And Butter

$2 25

nttainit

rtsturiif

Sunday

Saturday
Serving All Day

Serving All Day

Roast Beef
Or
Roast Turkey
Savory Dressing

Fried Chicken Dinner

Whipped Potatoes, Gravy
Vegetable, Roll And Butter

$1

(Batter Dipped)

Choice Of Potatoes, Vegetable,
Roll And Butter
All You Can Eat

95

$2 45

Salad Bar • Kiddie Menu • Waitress Service
Serving Daily Til 7:00

Sunday Til 5:00

RICHMOND SHOPPING PLAZA

